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(K2: Richelle 1 – Preposition, Ariel Story)

1.	T: 	Can we start now? 
2.	S:	(nodding)
3.	T:	Okay. Where do you want to sit, Richelle? 
4.	S:	Here.
5.	T:	There? I’m here? Okay, please. Sit down there.
6.	S:	Ambilkan Bulan Bu.
7.	T:	Hehehe. OK. Can I sit here? Can I sit here?
8.	S: 	Yeah.
9.	T: 	Okay. I sit here and you sit there. Okay. Now, Do you know what are we going to what what what are we going to study now? <X> Richelle? 
10.	S:	(silence)
11.	T:	Do you know what picture is this? What picture are these? What is this, Richelle?
12.	S:	Tree.
13.	T: 	Tree? This is a tree? Really?
14.	S:	[Yeah.]
15.	T:	[Could] you show me a number of there? Is there any other plantation or any other oh…ani[mal.]
16.	S:                                                        [Zebra.]
17.	T:	Oh zebra. Is that a zebra? Could you show me the zebra? Is this the zebra?
18.	S: 	Yeah.
19.	T: 	Yes it is?
20.	S: 	Cheetah.
21.	T: 	Cheetah. Oh any other animals?
22.	S: 	Lion.
23.	T: 	Lion. Very good!
24.	S: 	Frog!
25.	T: 	Frog? Where is where is it? Oh how many frogs are here?
26.	S: 	Two
27.	T: 	Two frogs?. Okay. [<X>]
28.	S:	                            [Flower.]
29.	T: 	Flower? [Where?] Where is the flower?
30.	S:	 	  [Fish!] Fish!
31.	T: 	Fish?
32.	S:	Zebra.
33.	T:	Ze, more zebra? Hahaha, do you think this is a zebra?
34.	S:	Lagi.
35.	T:	This is not a zebra. What do you think it is? It has a very long long neck. Look at the neck. See. This animal has a very very long neck. Do you still remember this animal? Do you still remember this animal, Richelle?
36.	S: 	Yeah.
37.	T: 	What animal is this?
38.	S: 	Zebra.
39.	T: 	Can I give you a clue? No. This is zebra. Zebra has strippes.
40.	S:	It’s the glue.
41.	T:	Oh hehehe, no, not glue, clue. Look at this, look at this, look at this zebra. Is this a zebra? 
42.	S:	Yeah.
43.	T:	What does a zebra has? Look at this. Look at the body. Zebra has stripes. Which one is the stripes? Where are the stripes? How many stripes are there? 
44.	S: 	One, two, three, four, five, [six, seven, eight.]
45.	T:	                                       [Hehehe, can you count?] It’s too many? Too  many, yes?
46.	S: 	One two three.
47.	T: 	Hehehe, yeah. 
48.	S:	One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve.
49.	T: 	Could you say it louder?
50.	S: 	One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine.
51.	T:	Nine? Only nine of them? Only nine stripes. What about how many legs does a zebra have?
52.	S: 	One, two, three, four.
53.	T: 	Four? What about nose?
54.	S:	One.
55.	T: 	One nose only? What about tail?
56.	S: 	One.
57.	T: 	One tail only? Not two? 
58.	S:	N[o.]




63.	T:	   [No.] Is this the eyes? 
64.	S: 	No! This the eyes.
65.	T:	  [No.]                    So there’s the eyes.
66.	S:	I wanna get <X>
67.	T:	What about, what about this one?
68.	S: 	Glue!
69.	T: 	Glue? You need glue? Oh we don’t need glue. 
70.	S:	Why?
71.	T:	We have already have a tape in this one, see? What we have to do today is just.
72.	S:	<X>
73.	T:	Take out the tape and put it here. Okay? 
74.	S:	Okay.
75.	T:	Now, oops. [Okay.] 
76.	S:	                   [Okay.]
77.	T:	Oops. What was that? What is [it?]
78.	S:	                                                  [Tree.]
79.	T:	What is it? 
80.	S: 	Tree.
81.	T:	What picture is? Tree? [Hehehe.]
82.	S: 				 [Fish.]
83.	T: 	Oh. Fish. Could you point me another fish? Okay. Now, how many fish are there now?
84.	S: 	Two
85.	T: 	Two fish? Do you like the fish?
86.	S: 	Yeah.
87.	T: 	Yeah? Really? Okay. Now what is the color of the fish?
88.	S: 	Pink.





94.	S:	Purple, purple, purple, yellow, yellow, red, red.






101.	T:	Chi chen? Hehehe. What is chi chen? Hehehe. Cheetah.
102.	S:	Cheetah.
103.	T:	Can cheetah run fast?
104.	S:	Yeah.
105.	T:	Yeah? Can cheetah run fast? 
106.	S:	Yeah.
107.	T:	Very very fast. Can you run fast?
108.	S: 	Yeah!
109.	T:	Yeah? Could you show me how you run? Okay. Let’s see. Let me see you run. Oh my God! Oh…you run fast enough. You can run fast.  Oh now I believe you hehehe. Just like cheetah?  You run just like the cheetah?
110.	S: 	Yeah. 
111.	T:	Yeah? Okay. Now.
112.	S:	Can you stick it? [Stick it?]
113.	T: 	                         [Oh you want] to stick the picture here? We will but we have to study first. We have to study some words. 
114.	S:	[Why?]
115.	T:	[It’s about] what? Ah wait, Richelle. 
116.	S:	Yeah.
117.	T:	Richelle.
118.	S:	[Yeah.]         . 
119.	T:	[How many] pictures?              
120.	S:	One.
121.	T:	Yes.
122.	S:	One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight nine, ten. Eleven.
123.	T: 	Eleven pictures? Do you want to stick this picture here?
124.	S:	Yeah.




129.	T:	[Yeah?] Okay. Now what you have to do is… Wait, wait, wait. Let me see. Okay. If [you put] the tree here.
130.	S:	                            [Yeah.]
131.	T:	Do you know what animals live on a tree?
132.	S: 	Yeah.
133.	T: 	What animal lives on a tree?
134.	S: 	Monkey!
135.	T: 	Monkey? Is it on a tree [or] in the pool?
136.	S:	                                      [Yeah.]              In the tree.




141.	T:	Up. Yes. On is up. Here. Up here, [right?]
142.	S:	                                                       [Yeah.]
143.	T:	On is up. What about this? This animal? It’s [<X>]
144.	S:	                                                                        [In.]
145.	T: 	In? In in in the tree? No hehehe a fish lives in a? Pond.
146.	S: 	Pond.
147.	T:	Pond. Here, here. Yes, that’s it. Okay so a fish lives in a? Pond.
148.	S:	Pond.
149.	T:	 Is it in the pond or on the pond?
150.	S:	On the pond!
151.	T: 	Hahaha. On the pond? So you mean the fish is flying on the pond?
152.	S: 	No!
153.	T: 	No! What is a fish doing?
154.	S:	It’ a not running.




159.	T: 	Yeah the fish. Can a fish swim? Yeah. Oh what is it? What did you? What do you? 
160.	S:	Nasi.
161.	T:	Ooh you can take the tissue. Hehehe. Let me help you. Here let me help you, there, where did you get the rice?
162.	S:	In mouth.
163.	T:	Oh in your mouth? Hehehe.
164.	S: 	I want stick. But just want to stick.
165.	T:	Let me clean the table first.
166.	S:	I want stick.
167.	T: 	You want to stick the picture?
168.	S:	Yeah. 
169.	T:	Wait, but no no no no.
170.	S:	Why?
171.	T:	Later. We have to [study.]




176.	S:	Miss Diana is naughty.
177.	T:	Hehehe. I’m naughty? Really.
178.	S: 	I want to story. I forgot to, story. 
179.	T:	Oh you forgot the story? Do you want to take the story? Okay. Let’s take the story. 
180.	S:	Yeah.
181.	T:	The story book? Oops. Okay, Richelle. <X> Take one of them only. Oh. <X> Okay. It’s okay. Wait <X> There. Okay.  What is it? Which story do you want me to read first?
182.	S:	Oh wow.




187.	T:	Oh where do you want to put the tree? On the ground ?
188.	S:	[Yeah.]
189.	T:	[Is it]    on the ground or in the pond?
190.	S:	In the ground. 
191.	T:	On the ground? On?
192.	S:	On the grou[nd.]
193.	T:	                   [Is] it on the ground?
194.	S:	Yeah.
195.	T:	Or in the pond?
196.	S:	On the ground.
197.	T:	On the ground. Here? [Or here?]
198.	S:	                                    [Can you stick?]
199.	T:	Yeah. I can stick it. 
200.	S:	At the monkey [ya?]
201.	T:	                         [Where] should I put the tree? 
202.	S:	At the monkey ya.
203.	T:	Oh and the monkey? Where do you want to put the monkey? Oh wait wait wait wait, let me put a stick, oh wait wait wait, let me take the tape and put the tape on it. [X You can stick.]
204.	S:					         [I can.]                   Miss Diana, I can.
205.	T: 	Yes. 
206.	S:	This.
207.	T:	Oh hehehe. Wait wait. Oh, aw, Okay. Let’s put this one first. Okay.  If I, wait wait. If I put this here. Is it on or in?
208.	R: 	On.
209.	T:	On. Very good, Richelle. 
210.	S:	On.
211.	T:	What if I put the scissors.
212.	S:	[In.]
213.	T:	[Here.] In my pocket? Very good. Now the scissors is in my pocket. What if I put the tape, can I have your hand? Is this on [the hand] or in?
214.	S:									     [In.]
215.	T:	In the hand?
216.	S:	In the hand.
217.	T:	Di atas? What is di atas? 
218.	S:	On.
219.	T:	Yes, very good! On the hand. Now what if I put the elephant this elephant picture, here?
220.	S:	In.
221.	T:	Yeah! Very good! Give me five! [No.] 
222.	S:	                                                     [I want] stick. 
223.	T:	Do it like this.
224.	S:	Stick. Sick. 
225.	T:	Now. Wait, wait.
226.	S:	At the fish, ya?
227.	T:	What if what if I put the lion.
228.	S:	Yeah. 
229.	T:	 [Here?] 
230.	S:	 [I can] stick. I can stick. [I can.]
231.	T:				    [What if] I put the lion here? Di bawah. What is di bawah?
232.	S:	In. 
233.	T:	[Un?]
234.	S:	[In,] in, in, in, in, in.
235.	T:	In is di [da?]
236.	S:	            [Di da]lam [rumah.]
237.	T:	                              [Di dalam mana?] 
238.	S:	Di dalam rumah.
239.	T:	Hehehe. You want put the lion di dalam rumah? Hehehe. Here. Put the lion di dalam rumah. Hehehe. Where is the rumah?
240.	S:	<X>
241.	T:	No. There is no rumah here. No, it’s a ground. It’s a ground.
242.	S: 	Can you stick [them?]
243.	T:	                       [Okay.]    Uh. Oops.
244.	S:	Can you stick them? I can stick a this.






251.	T:	Look at that. Under. Please say under first. Then you [can <X>.]
252.	S:	                                                                                      [Under.]
253.	T:	Under! Like this?
254.	S:	Yeah.
255.	T:	What about like this? Is it on or in?
256.	S: 	On.
257.	T:	Very good. Okay. Now if I put the fish here, is it on or in?
258.	S:	In.




263.	T:	So, where is where is where is the monkey? On the tree or under the tree now? 
264.	S:	<X> stick.
265.	T:	You want to stick that monkey on the tree or under the tree? 
266.	S:	On the tree.
267.	T:	Un, on the tree? Okay. But first let’s stick the? The tree first. 
268.	S:	<X>
269.	T:	Do you want to stick the tree on the ground? Yes? [On] the ground? 
270.	S:	                                                                                              [<X> stick.]
271.	T:	Stick the tree first. Let me see. Okay.
272.	S:	OK. It’s alright?
273.	T:	No, the tree first. [Richelle.]
274.	S:	                            [<X>.] 
275.	T:	Oh you want to put it back.
276.	S:	I cannot. 
277.	T:	Can you put it back?
278.	S:	I cannot. 
279.	T:	Just like what you used to, there. Here.
280.	S:	I.
281.	T:	Here. Let’s put the tree. Oh stick it back. It’s Okay. Now where do you want to put [the tree?]
282.	S:	                          [<X>]       
283.	T:	Where do you want to put the tree?
284.	S:	<X>
285.	T:	Ooh. <X> You take. OK. It’s Okay. There. Now, let’s put the tree. Where do you want to put the tree? On the ground?
286.	S:	On the ground!
287.	T:	On the ground? Here. Put the tree on the ground. Could you put the tree on the ground, anywhere you like. There. Here? Now, what animal? What is the next, oh wait wait.
288.	S:	Monkey.
289.	T:	Is the monkey in the pond [or] on the ground?
290.	S:	                                           [No.]                       On the ground!




295.	T:	Here. Can you do it? Or do you need help? 
296.	S:	No.
297.	T:	Oh you can do it by yourself. Very good. 
298.	S:	Stick it.
299.	T:	There’s two of them? 
300.	S: 	Yeah.
301.	T:	Can you take up the other one. 
302.	S:	Yeah.




307.	T:	You cannot. You want me to help you? 
308.	S:	I the fish.
309.	T:	Ooh.
310.	S:	I the fish, ya?
311.	T:	OK. You get the fish. Where do you want to put the fish? 
312.	S:	OK.
313.	T:	In the pond? [In] the pond?
314.	S:	                     [In] the pond.
315.	T:	OK. Yes? OK. So the fish can swim in the pond. Aah there. Here. You can pick it up. Now put the monkey. A aw aw aw aw hehehe. It’s sticky. Now put the monkey on the tree. There. Oh here? Hehehe. [OK.]
316.	S:	              [<X>.]
317.	T:	Yeah, now the monkey’s on the tree. See? Very good, Richelle. And then oh, what’s next? [Fish?] 
318.	S:				       [Fish.]
319.	T:	OK. Where where do you want to put? Oh in the pond? Very good. [OK.]
320.	S: 	[And] the fish again.
321.	T:	Oh, one more fish? Hm. Hm hm. Can you take off the pic? Okay. Very good. Oh yes, yes <X> Okay.
322.	S:	 I stick it.
323.	T:	Hm hm. There? Okay. Very good. Now, what animal is the next?
324.	S:	Stick it. With this.
325.	T:	What animal is this?
326.	S: 	Lion.
327.	T:	Lion. Where do you [want] to stick the lion?
328.	S:	                                 [Stick it.] 
329.	T:	Is it under the tree [or on]    the ground?
330.	S:	                              [Under.]                     On the tree.
331.	T:	[On the tree?]
332.	S:	[On the ground.] On the ground.
333.	T:	On the ground? Where is it exactly? 
334.	S:	In here.
335.	T:	Here? Okay. Very good! [<X>.]
336.	S:	                                         [Now…]
337.	T:	Now the lion is on the ground.
338.	S:	And then this [<X>]
339.	T:		          [And then]. What is [what animal.]
340.	S:				                   [E this.]
341.	T:	Oh. What is it? [Frog.]
342.	S:	                         [A frog.]
343.	T:	OK. How many frogs are there?
344.	S:	Two.
345.	T:	Two frogs. OK. Where should we put the frogs? Is it in the pond or on the ground?
346.	S:	On the pond.
347.	T:	In the pond or on the ground?
348.	S:	On the pond.
349.	T:	In the pond, in the pond here? Oh in the pond. I see. Could you say in the pond.
350.	S:	In the pond.
351.	T:	Where is the fish? In the pond.
352.	S:	In the pond.
353.	T:	Where is the frogs? In the pond.
354.	S:	In the pond.
355.	T:	He [hehe.] Very good. 
356.	S:	      [<X>?> 
357.	T:	Oh what animal is that?
358.	S:	Zebra.
359.	T:	Zebra. Where do you want, do you want to put the zebra on the ground, too or under the tree?
360.	S:	On the tree.
361.	T:	Under the tree? On the ground? 
362.	S:	On the ground. 
363.	T:	On the ground? Okay. On the ground? Yes?
364.	S:	Yeah.
365.	T:	Yes. [You]
366.	S:	        [<X>] mau liat. 
367.	T:	OK.
368.	S:	Di atas pohon.
369.	T:	Hehehe. Giraffe? Where do want to put the the giraffe?  Is it in the pond?
370.	S:	No.
371.	T:	No? On the ground? Yeah. On the ground. Or do you want to put under the tree?
372.	S:	Under the tree.
373.	T:	Under the tree? Could you say under the tree?
374.	S:	Under the tree. Here.
375.	T:	Here? Oh my God. The giraffe is eating the tree. Like this. Am am am am. Just like that? The giraffe is eating the tree? 
376.	S:	Yes.
377.	T:	Oh look at that. Could you press this one?
378.	S:	Yes.
379.	T:	Press press here. (noise of pressing) <X>. Okay. Very good. Now the giraffe is eating the tree.
380.	S:	Yeah. Naughty.
381.	T:	Not the whole tree, of course. [He’s just] eating the [leaf.]
382.	S:	                                                 [Naughty.]                 [Cheetah.]






389.	T:	Do you want me to help you?
390.	S:	Yeah. I want to help you again.
391.	T: 	You want me to help you. You want to help me again. Okay. Very good. Wait wait. Here it is. 
392.	S:	Wait.
393.	T:	Oh what it what flo what is this?
394.	S:	Flower.
395.	T:	Flower. Where do you want to put the flower? Tell me first. No. Is it on the on the ground or in the pond? It’s. Should it be in the pond or on the ground?
396.	S:	On the ground.
397.	T:	Where? Near the pond?
398.	S:	In the pond.
399.	T:	In the in the pond? Hehehe. The flower <X>
400.	S:	                                                                <X>
401.	T:	Ooh on the ground. Is it on the ground?
402.	S:	Oh yeah.
403.	T:	Yeah on the ground. What about] the cheetah?
404.	S:	                                  [Cheetah.]
405.	T:	Where do you want to put the cheetah? Tell me where do you want to put the cheetah.
406.	S:	In in tree.
407.	T:	In tree? Inside the tree? No?
408.	S:	Yeah.
409.	T:	Where do you want to put the cheetah? [Is it] in the pond, on the ground or on the tree?
410.	S:                                                                         [In tree.] 
                                     Ground.
411.	T:	On the ground? Could you say on the ground?
412.	S:	On the ground.
413.	T:	OK. Here we go. 
414.	S:	Hmm. I want to go home. I want to story.
415.	T:	Oh you want me to read the story? Hm hm.
416.	S:	Story where?
417.	T:	Where is the story? Where do you put the story?
418.	S: 	I take.
419.	T:	Oh you have taken. Okay.
420.	S:	Ariel, first.
421.	T:	Ariel first? Is this the book?
422.	S:	Yeah.
423.	T:	Ariel the little mermaid?
424.	S:	Yeah.
425.	T:	You have finished with this one?
426.	S:	Yeah. I want to take a book.








435.	T: 	Ariel? What is Ariel?
436.	S:	<X>
437.	T:	Hehehe. What is Ariel?
438.	S:	Ariel is ikan duyung.




443.	T:	Mermaid? Is she a mermaid? 
444.	S:	Yeah.
445.	T:	What about this one?
446.	S:	It’s a fish. 
447.	T:	Fish? This one?
448.	S:	It’s a [sad.]
449.	T:	         [Also] a fish?
450.	S: 	Yeah.
451.	T:	OK. Now which one do you want me to tell you? This story about? Oh oh my God! What picture is this? [Is it.] 
452.	S:	                                                            [Octopus.] 
453.	T:	Octopus! Very good. What about.
454.	S:	Fish!
455.	T:	Fish? How many fish are they?





461.	T:	Seven of them. Seven fish? One?
462.	S:	Two, three, four, five, six, seven.
463.	T:	Seven. What about the castle? How [many] castle are there?
464.	S:					          [One.]
465.	T:	One castle only? What about coral?
466.	S:	Coral.
467.	T:	Do you see any coral there? That one? Yes?
468.	S:	Nggak boleh dimakan.
469.	T:	Oh you cannot eat the coral. Why?
470.	S:	Because it’s not yummy. 










481.	T:	Purple. Do you like purple? Do you like purple, Richelle.
482.	S:	Ya.
483.	T:	Ya. Okay. Now can I can I start this story now? Can I start this story now? Yes or no?
484.	S:	Yes
485.	T: 	Yes? Okay. Look at this. Are you ready?
486.	S: 	Yeah.
487.	T:	OK. Now. Deep in the sea there was a beautiful castle made of seashells. So, castlenya dari apa?
488.	S:	Dari.
489.	T:	Kulit ke[rang.] 
490.	S:	            [<X>]
491.	T:	Kulit ke[rang] buanyak sekali. 
492.	S:	             [<X>]                          




497.	T:	Yes. Ariel. A is it Ariel’s? Yeah. It’s Ariel’s. It’s Ariel’s castle. Look at the castle. See!
498.	S:	Which the casle?
499.	T:	This is the castle. [Here.]
500.	S:	                             [Here.]
501.	T:	OK. Which one is ariel? Is this Ariel? Or this one? 
502.	S:	This one.
503.	T:	Could you show me which one is Ariel? What about Ariel’s sisters? That one? Only one sister?
504.	S:	This.




509.	T:	Three? Ah. [Ariel has] three sisters?
510.	S:	                   [Two this.]
511.	T:	Yes? Or no? Now look at this one. Among the mermaids, Ariel is  the most beautiful mermaid just like you. Hehehe. Are you the most beautiful? Paling cantik. Hm? No? Hehehe. Now one day Ariel swam. Swimming and swimming keep on swimming to the surface of the sea. And then what did she saw? What did she see?
512.	S:	It’s Pangeran.
513.	T:	Pangeran? What did she see? Pangeran. What is pangeran? Prince.
514.	S:	Prince.
515.	T:	See? She saw a prince. Oh what happened to the prince. What happened to the prince? Pangerannya kenapa? What happened to the prince? Look at this.
516.	S:	Eat, eat the crayon. Eat the crayon.
517.	T:	The crayon?
518.	S:	And then he fell down.
519.	T:	Ooh the ship is broke and then he fell down? Oh, I see. The prince is fell down from the ship? The prince is fell down from the ship? And then what did ariel do?
520.	S:	Because Ariel want to kiss.
521.	T:	Hehehe. Ariel want to kiss the prince? Hehehe or want to help the prince?
522.	S:	But she want to help and kiss the prince.
523.	T:	Oh Ariel wants to help and kiss the prince? Oh, I see. Now what happened next?
524.	S: 	But the mommy Ariel.
525.	T:	Mommy Ariel, ya?  
526.	S:	You don’t have, you have <Xno tell> you don’t have er er er er er er you have a hair short.
527.	T:	Ha?
528.	S:	I don’t have hair short.
529.	T:	Hair short? Oh wait wait wait don’t you think that, do you think Ariel miss the prince?
530.	S:	Yeah, because [she miss.]
531.	T:                              [She wants], oh because she miss the prince?
532.	S: 	Yeah.
533.	 T: 	Now Ariel wants to meet the prince? 
534.	S:	Yeah.
535.	T:	Yeah. Okay now.
536.	S:	Ariel want to drink the water.
537.	T:	Oh, Ariel want to drink the potion? Water the water with the potion in it?
538.	S:	Yeah, [but it’s]
539.	T:	         [What]   happened next? What will happen if Ariel drink the potion? What happen if Ariel drink [the potion?]
540.	S:	                                                      [He don’t] want, he cannot talk, cannot talk. 
541.	T:	She cannot talk if she drink the poison? If she drink the water she cannot talk then? Oh wait? And then, but, oh what happen to her [leg?]
542.	S:	[He] 
		don’t have, he have leg.
543.	T:	She has legs now?
544.	S: 	Yeah.
545.	T: 	Oh, because of the water?
546.	S:	Water is not bad.
547.	T:	The water is not bad because the water can grow legs on her?
548.	S:	Yeah.
549.	T: 	Can can make her legs grow?
550.	S:	Yeah.
551.	T:	Like this? And then.
552.	S:	And then.
553.	T:	Did she she met the prince? Yeah?
554.	S:	<X>
555.	T:	Oh no, no, no. And then what happened next? Richelle.
556.	S:	I want to, [I want,]   mau dimatiin.
557.	T:	               [Richelle.] Hm. And then? And then what happened next?
558.	S:	And then [the ship.]
559.	T:	                [She met] the prince. Hm hm?
560.	S:	And then the ship not Ariel not in not the prince.
561.	T: 	Oh Ariel met the prince? Hm hm, Ariel and then met the prince. Oh look at here.
562.	S:	That is the sister Ariel.
563.	T:	Is this Ariel? No? Or this is Ariel? What about this one? Who is [this girl?]
564.	S:	[But this] the sister Ariel.
565.	T:      Oh [Ariel’ sister.]
566.	S:	       [He is]              he kiss the prince.
567.	T:	Oh Ariel’s sister kiss the prince and what happened next? 
568.	S:	Ariel want to <X>.
569.	T:	Which story? 
570.	S:	<X>
571.	T:	What about Ariel? What Ariel wants to stab hehehe on the prince? Put the knives on the prince?
572.	S:	But he.
573.	T:	But. [Oh my God!]
574.	S:	        [The prince is] not in here.]
575.	T:	But the prince is not here. She cannot find the prince?
576.	S:	Yeah.
577.	T:	 Oh really? [And then <X>.]
578.	S:	                   [If the prince] in here later be like this.
579.	T:	Oh, she will stab it like that? Stab the prince like this?
580.	S:	Yeah. And then it’s not in here, [not] in here.
581.	T:	                                                    [Hm hm.]    Hm hm.
582.	S:	Not the prince, not the Ariel. Ariel not in here.
583.	T: 	Ariel is not here anymore. [She] become bubbles?
584.	S:	                                           [Yeah.]                          Yeah.
585.	T:	Ooh then she will become bubbles.
586.	S:	I want the story one.
587.	T:	Oh the other story?
588.	S:	No. I want go home now.
589.	T:	Go home? But we have more time to tell the story. I have a new story.
590.	S:	What?
591.	T:	This one? You haven’t hear this one. C’mon. Oh what about this?
592.	S:	<X>
593.	T:	Ah No? Let’s put this one. Where should we put this one? 
594.	S:	<X>
595.	T:	Let’s hear <X the> the other story.
596.	S:	Aah [I want change story.]
597.	T:	        [Oh what about the <X>.] Oh have we read this one? 
598.	S:	<X>
599.	T:	Oh, yes we have. Where’s the <X>? Richelle. I don’t think I have heard this story from you yet. Could you tell me the story?
600.	S:	<X>
601.	T:	Do you know this story? 
602.	S:	<X>
603.	T:	Oh oh look at this, look at this. Is that a dragon? Where? I don’t see any [dragon.]
604.	S:	             [<X>]
605.	T:	Yes? Really?
606.	S:	Yeah! 
607.	T:	Oh, look at this.
608.	S:	Another story. 
609.	T:	Another story? Oh my God. What animal is this? Is this an animal or a monster?
610.	S: 	[This] in where?
611.	T:	[Oh]   what happened? Okay, come on. Let’s sit here. Sit here. 
		         [See?]
612.	S:	<X> [This ] in where?]
613.	T:	Hm?
614.	S:	This in where?
615.	T:	Do you want me to tell you the story about this [soldier?]
616.	S:	                                                                             [This ] in water.
617.	T:	No, it’s not a water. [<X>] read it, here.
618.	S:	                                 [In where?]
619.	T:	The wooden soldier. Prajurit kayu. Prajuritnya dari apa ini?
620.	S:	I cannot.
621.	T:	From? Wood. It’s from wood. Okay now Clara was an orphan. She lived with her uncle. Clara ndak punya mama. She has she has no mommy, no daddy. She has no mommy and no daddy. 
622.	S:	Dia takut.
623.	T:	She lived alone. Oh she lived with her uncle. Sama pamannya. She had no friends. She doesn’t have any friends. 
624.	S:	And <X>
625.	T:	Her only friend was a wooden toy soldier. Dia ndak punya teman, ndak punya Mita, ndak  punya U, ndak punya Ina. Nggak kenal sama Ina, nggak kenal sama Matthew, nggak kenal siapa-siapa. She doesn’t know anyone.  Her only friend, temennya cuman <X>. What is this? A soldier? Yes? Is this a soldier? Ya? Now, and then what happen next? Oh, Clara has a cousin, could you show me which one is Clara’s cousin? This is the wooden soldier. [That’s] Clara.
626.	S:	                                                                                                [She.]
627.	T:	That one is Clara’s cousin? How many cousins are there?
628.	S:	One, two.
629.	T:	This is the toy! This is the toy. Ini mainannya Clara. This is the toy. This is Clara’s toys. And this is the cousin. How many cousins are there?
630.	T:	Are they good? Or bad? Good? Or bad?
631.	S:	Bad.
632.	T:	They’re bad? Ooh very bad cousin? Are they good or bad cousins?
633.	S:	Good and bad.
634.	T:	Clara is good? The soldier is good? The cousin?
635.	S:	No.
636.	T:	No? What’s wrong with the cousin? Are they bad?
637.	S:	Bad.
638.	T:	Naughty? Yeah. They are naughty cousin.
639.	S:	This the friend this.
640.	T:	Mm this one make friends with this one? This boy make friend with this frog. They are bad, bad, naughty? Okay. What about Clara?
641.	S:	Not naughty.
642.	T:	Clara.
643.	S:	This the friend this. 
644.	T:	Hm. Clara [<X>]
645.	S:	                  [He don’t] he don’t have mouth.
646.	T:	Oh hehe, the sol the soldier doesn’t have any mouth.
647.	S:	<X>
648.	T:	He have. He has. See? Ooh you cannot look the mouth. The mouth is aah down there. Way down there so we cannot see the mouth. But he <X>.
649.	S:	He have.         
650.	T:	Clara’s playing with her favourite toy the soldier, the soldier but suddenly this bad cousin grab the toys and er what happen? 
651.	S:	He naughty.
652.	T:	He’s naughty. He throw the soldier. 
653.	S:	And then big big.
654.	T:	And then?
655.	S:	Big big.
656.	T:	And then the soldier fell down on the [floor.]
657.	S:						 [Floor.]
658.	T:	On the floor. And then clara is? [(Crying)]
659.	S:					    [Crying.]
660.	T:	Yeah. Clara is crying. [(Crying)]
661.	S:				[He have a father.]
662.	T:	This is not her father. This is her uncle. He has no mommy he has no daddy. But he, she has? She has, wait. 	
663.	S:	<X>
664.	T:	Did she have any daddy? No. What about mommy? Is there any mommy there? No. What about this? It’s her uncle. Uncle.
665.	S: 	Uncle is uncle is no mommy.
666.	T:	Not her mommy not her daddy this is her uncle.
667.	S:	He have a car.
668.	T:	OK now, after she’s crying all night then she sleeps, bobok, sleep. And then what happen next? What happen here? Look at this. The 
		window. What’s wrong with the window?
669.	S:	He open toself.
670.	T: 	Ooh open by itself? The windows open by itself and then. [Ooh.]
671.	S:	                                                                                              [And then]
672.	T:	Everything in her room is go round and round and round and then <X> in this circle. She move into circle. She she moves into circle the toys the soldier toys also move into circle. What about this? What is this?
673.	S:	Mouse.
674.	T:	Mouse. How many mouse are there?
675.	S:	One two three four.
676.	T:	Four? So there’s four mice? Okay. And then Clara then.
677.	S:	Clara.
678.	T:	And then Clara, after she go round and round whoa whoa help me help me whoa go round and round like that and then she fell into a deep hole. See? <X> deep hole. She fell into a deep hole. Jatuh ke lubang yang dalaam sekali. And then what happen next? She landed on a? Dragon.
679.	S:	<X>
680.	T:	Dragon <X>  What is this? This is a dragon.
681.	S:	And the mommy and the father.
682.	T:	And then? Oh there is a king and there is a queen, and there is a?
683.	S:	The mommy this.
684.	T:	No, this is not the mommy. <X> castle and <X> into the castle. This is a night <X> then took Clara to the castle and then she saw a prince is talking to a king and a? [Queen.]
685.	S:	                                                     [Queen.]




690.	T:	This is a? Prince.
691.	S:	Prince.
692.	T:	Now the king is his daddy, the queen is his? M[om? Mommy.]
693.	S:	                                                                           [Mom. Mommy.]
694.	T:	<X>
695.	S:	Ini mau diculik?
696.	T:	And then she saw, Clara sekarang ada di purinya melihat ada seorang anak laki-laki sedang berbicara dengan? Ra[ja dan?] [Ratu.] 
697.	S:	                                                                                           [Raja]            [Ratu] 
698.	T:	But ketika Clara liat wajahnya, when Clara sees his face, like this. Oh, hey you look familiar, hey kayaknya aku pernah liat kamu. Di mana ya? Oh hello, Clara. Princenya bilang. Hey, Clara. Hey, I’m here. Hey, what are you doing here? Clara, kenapa kamu bisa sampai di sini? Ini kan kerajaanku, this is my kingdom, this is my castle and this is my mommy and my daddy, this is the <X> king and this is the queen. <X>? 
699.	S:	<X>
700.	T:	Padahal ini tadi kan bonekanya siapa? Bonekanya siapa? Cl?
701.	S:	Clara.
702.	T:	Tadi bonekanya tadi hidup apa nggak? 
703.	S:	Ndak.
704.	T:	Padahal tadi bonekanya ndak hidup<X>. Here. See? It’s only a toy. Tadinya kecil, terbuat dari kayu, bikinnya dari kayu. Trus tiba-tiba bisa berge?
705.	S:	Rak.
706.	T:	Rak. It can move. The toys it the toy is alive. Jadi hidup bonekanya. See? And then the wooden soldier said I’m your wooden soldier, you know. Oh really? 
707.	S:	<X>
708.	T:	<X> Oh and then one day when Clara was talking to the prince there’s giants rat came through the door. 
709.	S:	<X>
710.	T:	Ternyata ha haa tolong diserang sama tikus-tikus yang tadi ikut masuk juga. Here.
711.	S:	Di rumah.




716.	T:	Em hm hm. And then?
717.	S:	And then we don’t have a <X>.
718.	T:	You don’t have?
719.	S:	A <X>
720.	T:	Hm hm. What happen next?
721.	S:	This the uncle this. <X> the uncle <X>
722.	T:	Mm this is her uncle, what about this? Oh look at the prince. Look at the prince, look at the prince and this.
723.	S:	This the uncle, this and this.
724.	T:	This is her uncle, oh then.
725.	S:	Ini the uncle.
726.	T:	Finally the uncle bring a boy and look at the face, the face is just looks like her toy, see? Oh ternyata pamannya <X> here, this one, and then what happen? Oh wow now they ride the dragon. Oh.
727.	S:	I want to go home.
728.	T:	You want to go home now? OK. You have finished read this story.
729.	S: 	<X>
730.	T:	You haven’t aw aw aw. Hehehe. You haven’t <X>.
731.	S:	Tomorrow again.
732.	T:	Tomorrow again? You want to go here? Hm hm. What about your homework?
733.	S:	I don’t have homewrok.
734.	T:	You you don’t have any homework? Okay. Wait, wait, Richelle, wait, here,  this one what about this one? 
735.	S:	<X>
736.	T:	Richelle, you forgot this! Richelle. Richelle. Hehehe. You forget this one. Hehehe. OK. Do you want to take this home? Yes? 
737.	S:	But I already have on home.
738.	T:	You have already. Do you want me to keep it here or do you want 
		to bring it home?
739.	S:	Keep it in here.









3.	T: 	O, you want to eat first? It’s OK.
4.	S: 	But we like that.
5.	T: 	It’s it’s turning round and round  and round  and round, see?  
	Hehehe. OK.  Oops, I’m sorry.
6.	S: 	<X> I’m sorry.
7.	T: 	Do you want to eat first?
8.	S: 	Mangkok. Delapan.
9.	T: 	Good afternoon, Richelle.
10.	S:	Good afternoon, Miss. Diana.
11.	T: 	How are you today?
12.	R:	I’m fine, thank you.
13.	T: 	Hm I see <X>. Do you have any homework?
14.	S: 	Yes.
15.	T: 	Do you want to do your homework now?
16.	S:	Yeah.
17.	T: 	Yes? Can I see the homework?
18.	S: 	One, two.
19.	T: 	Where’s your homework? 
20.	S: 	I don’t know.
21.	T: 	Oh  you want me to look first? Do you want me to look first?
22.	S: 	This.
23.	T: 	Oh, that one? Can I see? Can I see? OK. A good. Now let me see your homework. Oh wait, wait, wait. <X> Tuti, Mr.Tuti and I put it here. Oh Tuti? No Toki.
24.	S: 	Mr. Toki.
25.	T: 	Mr. Toki has a lot of tissues in his stomach. See? You can pull one of them. One of the tissues. Pull, pull. Yeah, yeah, that’s it. On and on, OK, very good. OK? Now this is your homework? Is this your homework?
26.	S: 	No.




31.	T: 	You want to eat more?
32.	S: 	Yeah.
33.	T: 	Yeah?
34.	S: 	I full ok.
35.	T: 	You full? No, no, no, no. Tell me if you full, OK?
36.	S: 	<X> 
37.	T:	Up. OK. Lets do your homework. Let me read your homework. Circle the thing that not same. Circle the thing that not same.
38.	S:	Aku dah <X>.
39.	T	Oh, really? At <X> for A ? Good. (Laughing) Which one is not the 
same? 
40.	S:	This one are not the same. 
41.	T:	This one is not the same. 
42.	S:	This is not the same <X>.
43.	T:	Which one is not the same?
44.	S:	This.
45.	T:	Oh, you wait, wait. Let me do it. Which one is not the same, Richelle?
46.	S:	This the same, same, same, same, same, same, same, same. This is not. 
47.	T:	Hmm. Where’s your pencil? Take your pencil out of your bag. Oh I see (laughing). You have a new pencil case. Is that yours? Oh hm it’s cute. You like it? Can I have it?
48.	S:	No. 
49.	T:	No? Hehehe. This is yours. OK. Very good. This circle the same. OK and pick, oh circle the thing that not the same again. Hm hm. Very good and then yeah you can find, oh yes.
50.	S:	Finish.
51.	T:	Hm hm yes, can you find this? Yes, the same, yes, hm hm what about the thing that is not same with the others. Can you find it? Hm hm very good and then oh what about this one? Can you find this shapes among the others or is it this is the only shapes that is different, right?
52.	S:	<X> eraser.
53.	T:	You don’t have er, you don’t bring your eraser. Do you want to use my eraser? OK. Here it is. Is this shape the same with the others? Is it same with the others? Yes or no? Hm? Yeah, that’s it. See it’s just (sneezing). I’m sorry, excuse me.
54.	S:	(Imitating sneezing sound)
55.	T:	Hehehe. OK. Only one? Only one? What about this one, what 
	about this one, Richelle?
56.	T:	<X on it?> Oh this is not the same, right? The other the others are the same. You can you can only find one and in here you can only find one, too. What about this? That’s one? Hm hm. All <Xthings> are the same?
57.	S:	Finish.










68.	T: 	Yeah. Hm hm. Very good. Yes. Yes. Hm hm. Hm hm. Yes very good. Yes. Hm hm. This one, you can find this tri triangle there. OK. Which one is the last? Which one is the last? This one? 
69.	S:	This.
70.	T:	Yeah. [You] found it.
71.	S:	           [Kenyang.]
72.	T:	Oh you’re full. OK. OK. Would you like to play a game?
73.	S:	Put in.




78.	T:	Where is my eraser? I cannot find my eraser. Where is my eraser? I wonder where is my eraser. Is it in your pencil case? Inside your pencil case? Do you want to put to put my eraser in my pencil case? OK let’s play a game.
79.	S:	Play the game.




84.	T	Let’s put this book in your bag, OK? And the pencil case, put the pencil case in your bag. In di dalam. Ouw. There. Now close it. OK. Here, too? Hehehe. OK, there. Now let’s play a game. OK, Richelle.
85.	S:	Wait, I want to close it.
86.	T:	Oh, you want to close, you want to close your book? Ee you want to close your bag? There. See? Now let’s play a game. Wait [<X      put this cair here].
87.	S:	                                                                                                 [<X 
	my pencil>]
88.	T:	I put this cair here. 
89.	S:	<X>
90.	T:	Let’s put all the chair, eh wait, stop, yes. OK now let’s play wait. Which one do you like? Is it rabbit?
91.	S:	Rabbit.
92.	T:	Rabbit? Do you want to <X>, OK. <X X> Rabbit. Ooh, I’ll take the monkey. I’ll take the monkey. OK, now. OK now we will play, hm let’s see. If I put the monkey here, di atas meja.
93.	S:	On.
94.	T:	On, very good! On the table. On.
95.	S:	On.
96.	T:	But if, wait, can I borrow your bag? OK.
97.	S:	In.               [In.]






104.	T:	Yes. Now let’s put the monkey down there, it means?
105.	S:	On.
106.	T:	No, not on, but [un] un?
107.	S:	                         [In]        Under.
108.	T	Der. Yes, very good Richelle this is [under.]
109.	S:	                                                          [<X>]		      
110.	T:	Put the monkey under the table oh look at the monkey, the monkey is sleeping under the table. See? (Imitating monkey voice)
111.	S	[<X>]
112.	T:	[Hehehe] You’re <X> is sleeping under the table, too?
113.	S:	Yeah.
114.	T:	Yeah? OK. (Exhaling) Now if I put the monkey here, it means ?
115.	S	On.
116.	T:	On. If I put the monkey inside.
117.	S:	The bag.









127.	S:	Under under under. [I can’t] hear you.




132.	T:	Is that a cheetah? OK. Now let’s play again. (Exhaling). Now, Richelle, will you please hold it. Hello Richelle. Yeah.
133.	S:	My name is, my name cheetah.




138.	T:	Richelle, hello do you <X> oh Richelle, will you please, will you please take one eggs only and put the eggs, will you oh. 
139.	S:	(Laughing)
140.	T:	(Laughing) OK. Can you look it? OK. Will you, could you put the egg on the table?
141.	S:	OK.




146.	T:	OK. Could you, take no, could you put the blue egg under the table, please?
147.	S:	Under the table, please?
148.	T:	Yes. Very good, Richelle. Where is it? I can not see it.
149.	S:	<X>
150.	T:	Oh there. Could you please hold the egg under the table please? OK. Could you pick the red eggs, please? 
151.	S:	OK.
152.	T:	Only one. One egg only. OK. The red one. Richelle oh cheetah, could you could you oooo could you put this red egg in your bag?
153.	S:	OK.
154.	T:	Hehehe. There. OK. Let’s take the green egg, lets take the green egg.
155.	R	Me.




160.	T:	Could you put the green egg on the chair? Thank you oh whoa.
161.	S:	Whoa.
162.	T:	Hehehe. OK now please take the yellow egg.
163.	S:	Where is?    




168.	T:	Could you put the yellow egg under that chair?
169.	S:	OK.  




174.	T:	I’m the dog. Oh you’re oink, oink, oink, oink, you’re the pig? OK. 
175.	S:	[Dog, please.] 
176.	T:	         [Hello], my name is Dog, [what’s your name?]
177.	S:	                                                   [My name is pig.]	
178.	T:	Hello, my name is Dog. What’s your name?
179.	S:	Pig. [Dog pig] blue getting or egg blue.





185.	T:	Two blue eggs? OK.
186.	S:	<X>
187.	T	OK. Where should I put the egg? Richelle?
188.	S:	Ha?
189.	T:	Oh, Pinky, Pinky, where should I put the egg? 
190.	S:	I don’t know <X it’s just X> like that.
191.	T	Where should I put the egg? 
192.	S:	[Un]
193.	T:	[Is it] on the chair, on the table, or under the table?
194.	S:	On the table.
195.	T	Where’s?
196.	S:	<X Can I go change X> please?
197.	T	Oh you want to change? OK. It’s OK, oh you want to be the monkey. Hello, my name is Dog. What’s your name?
198.	S:	Monkey.
199.	T	Monkey? OK, Monkey, where should I put this egg?
200.	S:	I don’t know.
201.	T	Monkey, where should I put [this] egg?
202.	S:	                                               [I can] not. I wanna go home.
203.	T:	Hehehe. OK. Let’s go home now. Look. This is my home.
204.	S:	This is my home.
205.	T:	Is that your home? Hmm… now this is my home. 
206.	S:	This is my home.
207.	T:	You sit on your home?
208.	S:	Yeah.
209.	T:	Hehehe. OK. Here. I’m going to give you the egg and now please put the egg under the table. Oh oh, you’re hopping like a rabbit. 
		Hehehe.
210.	S:	My home is this.
211.	T: 	Oh that’s your home? OK.
212.	S:	My home.
213.	T: 	OK. Could you take this egg and put this egg on your home?
214.	S: 	OK.
215.	T:	OK. Now I have a green egg, could you put this egg under your home?
216.	S: 	OK.
217.	T:	Hehehe. You take the yellow one. Whoa whoa whoa hehehe. Now, I have this yellow egg, could you put this egg in your bag? There, 
		oh, how many egg do you got in your bag?
218.	S: 	One, two.
219.	T 	Two only ?
220.	S:	Three, four, five, six, seven, eight.
221.	T: 	Eight? Eight eggs? Whoa whoa whoa oh look at here.
222.	S: 	Can <X> go home?
223.	T: 	Can can you can you have the egg? 
224.	S:	Yeah.
225.	T:  	Do you want to have the egg? Could you put this egg, could you put this egg in the glass?
226.	S: 	Glass.
227.	T: 	Yeah, drink, hehehe (imitating gulping sound)
228.	S: 	This one <X>
229.	T:	In the glass, in the glass, OK (imitating gulping sound) 
230.	S:	Too much?
231.	T:	Oh, it’s too much, no it’s too much (imitating gulping sound) hm yummy.
232.	S: 	Is it too much <X> Where this <X>
233.	T:	Hm hm, hm hm. 
234.	S:	Too much?
235.	T: 	Oh yeah, that’s too much.
236.	S: 	This the jerry.
237.	T:	How many eggs are there in the glass?





243.	T 	Oh, don’t you think it’s too many eggs there?
244.	S: 	It’s OK.
245.	T:	It’s OK? Oh do you want me to eat all of them?
246.	S: 	Yeah.
247.	T 	OK. Oh one egg is falling down. It fell. 
248.	S:	Whoa.
249.	T:	The green egg fell.
250.	S:	<X>
251.	T: 	I’m sorry, hehehe thank you. Oh. [<X>]
252.	S: 	                                                      [<X I get x>]. Too much?
253.	T: 	Yes, I think it’s too much.
254.	S: 	OK.
255.	T: 	OK. Oh thank you (imitating gulping sound) Yummy, yummy, thank you. Now, Richelle. 
256.	S:	<X>
257.	T:	Richelle. <X> Start and go.
258.	S:	<X>
259.	T:	I’m running, I’m running.
260.	S: 	And I take this ya?
261.	T 	Yes, I’m running, come on, let’s run, let’s run. Now I’m going to take the monkey. 
262.	S:	Ahaha.
263.	T:	Hehehe. You want to take the monkey, too? Ok I <X think I’ll > take the pig.
264.	R	I’ll take the.
265.	T 	The rabbit? Let’s take, let’s put the pig and the rabbit on that chair. C’mon. Let’s run. Oh, I lost, you win. (Panting) Let’s take more dolls. C’mon. Let’s run. And run, and run. I want to take the cat. Let’s take the dog and the cat. <X No OK X> Now wait under the table [hehehe].
266.	S:	         [Hehehe]. I <X> win that.
267.	T:	Oh yeah, you win again, I lost. (Panting) Let’s run again. Let’s run. Take one doll, take one doll <X > Oh the turtle? I take, I’ll take the 
monkey. OK, now let’s put the monkey and the turtle in your bag.
268.	S:	[(Giggling)]
269.	T:	[(Giggling)] Oh my God, I, I lost three time. Now, let’s take, let’s take one more doll. Oh, I wanna cheetah. I’ll take the cheetah. Now, let’s put the cheetah. Let’s run. Let’s running. Im running. I’m running. 
270.	S:      I’[m running.]
271.	T:	   [I’m running] Let’s run and run and now let’s put the cheetah and 
		the dog eh eh eh on the table. [(Giggling)]
272.	S:				            [(Giggling)] 
273.	T:	On the table. [(Giggling)]
274.	S:		          [(Giggling)]
275.	T:	One more doll, one more doll. Oh wait. Let’s take the fruit.
276.	S:  	I <X>
277.	T: 	Oh that one? OK, I’ll take the Santa. OK. (Panting). OK. Let’s take oh run run, let’s run. Let’s run. Let’s running. I’m running. Now let’s put (coughing) let’s put this Santa and Snowman er er er er er er er er er under the chair. Under the chair. Under under under. Under the chair. [(Giggling)]
278.	S:	                        [(Giggling)]
279.	T:	They can <X sit X> under the chair. Let’s take them. Now hehehe, let’s put this Santa and the snowman er er  on the chair, on the chair. [(Giggling)]
280.	S:	          [(Giggling)]
281.	T:	Oh no, I lost again. What about <X> we put the group. Let’s make some group. OK. This one’s here. Here? OK. Oh this is fruit. These are fruits and some vegetables. Which one do you want to take? I’ll take, I’ll take the carriot. (Panting) Now , let’s run. Let’s take, let’s put the carrot and the cabbage under the table. [(Giggling)]
282.	S:	[(Giggling)]
283.	T:	Whoa whoa now let’s take the the,  I’ll take the grape, the eggplant? Oh  purple. Me, too. I got the purple too, I got the grape 
		and you get that, oh that’s eggplant. [(Panting)]
284.	S: 					           [(Panting)]
285.	T:	OK. Now let’s run, let’s run, run and run, and run, and run,  let’s put the fruit, this grape and the eggplant in the basket.
286.	S:	[(Screaming and giggling)]
287.	T: 	[(Screaming and giggling)] In the basket. Oh. (Panting) I don’t win this. I lost again. Oh my God. Let’s take oh <X>? 
288.	S:	Yeah.
289.	T: 	Well, OK. I’ll take the, oh a little? OK I’ll take the another car. I’ll take the car. Now OK. Let’s run and run, around, around, around. Now Richelle, let’s put this car and the mail hm hm hm.
290.	S:	In.
291.	T:	In your bag. In your bag. Noo. [(Screaming and giggling)]
292.	S:					  [(Screaming and giggling)]
293.	T:	Who win? You win? What about me? I lost? 
294.	S: 	Yeah.
295.	T:	I lost again.
296.	S: 	I chilli. 
297.	T: 	<X> Some chilli? OK, you got the red chilli. I got the green chili.  
                Let’s run. Let’s <X> Aw. [(Giggling)]
298.	S: 				     [(Giggling)]
299.	T:	[I’m running through the wall.]
300.	S:	[(Giggling)]
301.	T:	[C’mon. Let’s try. Help. Hello, Richelle, Richelle, help me.] 
302.	S:	[(Giggling)]
303.	T:	Where are you, where are you, Richelle? Oh, oh you’re there. Oh. <X You’re X> behind the curtain. Now, here you’ve got your red chilli, OK, I have got my green chili, now hm let’s see, let’s run, round and round. (Giggling). Oh I fell on the chair. 
304.	S:	<X>
305.	T:	On the floor? Hehehe. OK, now. Let’s run again. OK.
306.	S:	(Screaming)
307.	T:	(Screaming) Let’s run. Richelle? I wonder where.
308.	S:	(Laughing) 
309.	T:	Oh you were there? Were you in the curtain? Behind the curtain? Where’s Richelle?
310.	S:	(Laughing and screaming)




315.	T:	OK. What did you take? You take that one? OK. I’ll take the.
316.	S:	<X>
317.	T:	I’ll take the.
318.	S:	Take the corn. 
319.	T: 	Corn? The corn is where’s the corn?
320.	S:	I don’t know.




325.	T:	(Giggling) Now, let’s let’s now you give the order. You give the order. Is it on the table. Miss D, on the table. Miss D, [on the table.]
326.	S: 	                                                                                       [Miss 
	D <X on the X>  table]
327.	T: 	On the table? You give the order. Is it on the table.
328.	S:	On the table.
329.	T: 	Under the table.
330.	S:	Under the table.




335.	T:	OK. Let’s put all the [doll.]
336.	S:	                                  [ I <X>] I’m sleeping.
337.	T:	You’re sleeping? [(Giggling)]
338.	S:			    [(Giggling)]
339.	T:	You’re, you want to sleep?
340.	S:	Yeah.
341.	T:	Oh. Sleep sleep, there. [(Giggling)]
342.	S:	                                     [(Giggling)] 
343.	T:	(Exhaling) Let’s put all the doll here. OK. 
344.	S:	And the tomato.
345.	T:	The cabbage, oh you still got more dolls here. Put the dolls here.  Put all the eggs here. OK now you give the order. Sekarang gantian Richelle yang ngasih perintah. Under the table.
346.	S:	Under the table.
347.	T:	What should we take?
348.	S:	Sinterklas.
349.	T:	Santa Claus? OK?
350.	S:	Under the table in here.
351.	T:	Miss D, Miss D, under the table.
352.	S:	Miss D, under the table.
353.	T:	Put it under the table, put it under the table.
354.	S:	Put it under the table








363.	T	The table? Is it on the table or [under the table?]
364.	S:					 [On the table.]
365.	T:	Yes? 
366.	S:	On the table.
367.	T:	On the table. There. I have to put the Santa on the table. OK. What should I pick next?  What should I pick next, Richelle?
368.	S:	In the <X>
369.	T:	Where should I put this? Miss D, c’mon, you give the order. 
370.	S:	Aku yang masak, ya?
371.	T:	OK. You give the order. Where should I put this one? Is it on the table? Un[der the table?]                   
372.	S:	             [On the table] Under <X>
373.	T:	Or in your bag.
374.	S:	In your bag.
375.	T:	In my bag? You you should say in my bag.
376.	S:	In my bag.
377.	T: 	where should I put it? Where should I put this? On the chair? Say it on the chair.
378.	S:	On the chair.
379.	T	OK. I put it on the chair. What should I do next?
380.	S:	What. Santa Claus.




385.	T	Ok. Where should I put this Santa Claus? Hehehe. Where?
386.	S:	I don’t know.
387.	T: 	Is it on your head? Hahaha. Where? Where?
388.	S:	I don’t know.
389.	T:	You don’t know? Or should I put it here?
390.	S:	No.
391.	T:	No? oh, it’s full. Your bag is already full. OK.  Where’s my <X>. Wait a moment, okay?
392.	S:	Yeah.
393.	T:	I’ll take it. There. Here. Would you like to play with this one?
394.	S:	Where?
395.	T:	Would youlike to play with this one?
396.	S:	Yeah.
397.	T:	Ah help, help, help. OK. Let’s close the door first. You push from there. [<X>]
398.	S:	          [<X>] It’s like cooking, yeah?
399.	T	Yeah, just like cooking. Take one chair.
400.	S:	Huh?
401.	T:	Take one chair. You need take one chair please. I’ll put it here. OK now let’s play with this game. Let’s play with this one. Put all of them here.
402.	S:	This like cooking.
403.	T:	We cannot take the box.
404.	S:	Why?
405.	T:	Because it’s already stick on the floor. Hohohohoho. So many person <X ate X> here.
406.	S:	This the table. 
407.	T:	Yes, this is the table. Now wait,  we’ve got three stars.
408.	S:	I <X>










419.	T:	Aw aw I cannot take it. Hehehe.
420.	S:	The table <X>
421.	T:	We separate them first. OK. 
422.	S:	This to what
423.	T:	You stick this shapes, OK?
424.	S:	<X>
425.	T:	(Singing: Incy wincy spider is climbing up the spout) Do you know that song? (Singing: Down down the lane and wash the spider up) I cannot take the <X>
426.	S:	I cannot again <X>




431.	T:	No. Here. Like this. Just a little glue. Hehehe.
432.	S:	In where? 
433.	T:	OK? Wait, wait, wait, wait. It’s too much glue here. Just a litle glue just like this like this do it like this. Just a little glue. OK?
434.	S:	Put in where? Put in where?
435.	T:	Please put this triangle triangle.
436.	S:	In where?
437.	T:	On the table. OK. Put it here first.
438.	S:	In there?
439.	T:	Yes, on the table. OK. (Clapping hands) Very good. Now. Star? A star? OK. Richelle, just a litle glue, just a little glue.
440.	S:	Little glue.
441.	T:	Hehehe. OK. Hehehe. Please put this blue star hm….in the box.
442.	S:	OK.
443.	T:	Thank you. In the box. There.
444.	S:	I pu the box.
445.	T:	Very very good. Now, let’s put, will you put this heart under the table. 
446.	S:	Chiple glue.
447.	T:	Little, chiple glue? Hehehe. Little glue.
448.	S:	Little glue.
449.	T: 	Yes. Under the table. Where should you put it? Under. Yes. Very good, Richelle, under the table. Push, push the heart. Yeah, that’s it. that’s it. OK, very good. Now, let’s.
450.	S:	Li[ttle glue.]
451.	T:	   [Little glue]. Ah that’s too much. Hehehe. Ah hehehe that’s too much. OK. I think that’s enough. Now put this what is the colour of the circle?
452.	S:	Orange.
453.	T:	Orange, this orange circle hm under the table, too. Under the table.
454.	S:	Where? In here?
455.	T:	Under the table. Where is it? Under the table, yes very good. Hm hm. Now let’s take the moon. Please put the moon in the box. Yes, OK, put the moon. Yes very good, very good, very very good, Richelle. Now let’s take, what shape is this? 
456.	S:	Yellow.
457.	T: 	Oh, is this yellow this is <X>.
458.	S:	Little glue.
459.	T:	I think this is orange. Oops. OK. What shape is this? Is this triangle or [rectangle?]
460.	S:	    [Rectangle]
461.	T:	Yes, very good. This is a rectangle. Let’s put the rectangle on the table.  
462.	S	On the table.
463.	T:	On the table. Anywhere you like on the table. Good. Very good. Push push push push press it press, yes. 
464.	S:	This the box, ni mau disimpen ya? 
465.	T	Yeah. OK.  Now hm. One of them, c’mon. Let’s put the circle, circle circle in the box.
466.	S:	In the box.




471.	T:	     [Put] it.
472.	S:	It.
473.	T:	Where? Is it in, on, or under?
474.	S:	In.
475.	T:	In where? In the box? I want to put it in the box.
476.	S:	I want to put it in the box.
477.	T:	OK. Rectangle.
478.	S:	I want to put it.
479.	T:	Under?
480.	S:	Under that one.
481.	T:	I want to put it under the table.
482.	S:	I want to this. 
483.	T:	Oh, on the table? OK. And then? Hm hm, the triangle? What is the colour of the triangle?
484.	S	I don’t know.




489.	T:	Under the table? Under the table?
490.	S:	Little glue.
491.	T:	Little glue. OK, where where?
492.	S: 	It’s time to go home?
493.	T	Yes.
494.	R	What time to go home?
495.	T	Hm five more minutes. You should say on on the table, in the box, under the table. Where?
496.	S:	In the box.
497.	T:	In the box. OK. Very good, Richelle. Little glue.
498.	S:	Little glue.
499.	T:	Hehehe. The star?  Where do you want to put the star?
500.	S:	In the box.
501.	T:	In the box again? What about this one? 
502.	S:	[<X>]
503.	T:	[This is] empty. On the table?
504.	S:	On the table? On the table?
505.	T:	On the table? 
506.	S:	Ooh
507.	T:	Oh, uh oh. Hehehe.
508.	S:	Ooh.
509.	T: 	Oh, it’s OK. 
510.	S:	Ooh.
511.	T:	That’s OK. I think that’s enough. OK. Let me take the stick. On the table. Ah let me help you. There. Now what <X we X> now? Moon?
512.	S:	Moon.
513.	T: 	OK. Here you go. Little glue. Hm hm. Where do you want to put the moon? On, under, in?
514.	S:	In.
515.	T:	In the box? You have already got the moon in the box. Where? On the table? Could you say on the table?
516.	S:	On the table. I want go home, bye bye. 
517.	T:	Oh you have to finish this one. [<X>]
518.	S:	                                                  [<X>] I’m tired bye bye bye.
519.	T:	Hm one, two, three, four, five more. It’s only five more. You can stick it wherever. Do you want me to take the, do you want me to put the glue? Put the glue in here. Oh you use your hand? Oh, it’s OK. We’ll we’ll wash your hand, OK? On the table. Good, you see. Very good. Now, the star. Oh, OK. Under the table. Yeah, it’s OK. You can use your hand. Under the table. Ah let me read first about this. There. Aah.
520.	S:	I put in here. This for the mouse.	
521.	T: 	Yeah. Hehehe. So that the mouse can play. OK. Green triangle. I think you haven’t got any triangle here. In the box. Oh the moon? Oh you haven’t got, oh under the table. OK, very good. Triangle yes that’s right, triangle.
522.	S:  	<X>
523.	T: 	Hehehe. Where is Mr. Toki? Can I have the tissue, Mr. Toki? 
524.	S:	No.
525.	T:	Oh here, in the box. Last one. The orange rectangle. Here.
526.	S:	Mr. Toki.
527.	T:	Mr. Toki, can I have a tissue, please? Yes, thank you. Where is Richelle? Richelle? Where are you? Oh you’re there. Here let me clean it.
528.	S:	I clean it.
529.	T: 	You want to clean it by yourself? There. Oh. OK. Hm hm. OK. 
530.	S:	<X> wash hand.
531.	T:	Let’s <X>. This one first. The last one you see? Nanti kotor lagi tangannya. You <X> your hands again. You should. Hehehe. You’re dancing now. Hehehe. Let me see you dance. Hehehe. Whoa. Hehehe.
532.	S:	Can you [<X>?]
533.	T:	             [It’s like] ballet. Let’s, OK. Where do you want to put this one?
534.	S:	I don’t know.
535.	T:	Under the table? 
536.	S:	<X> 
537.	T:	Here the last one here and then you finish. We are finished.
538.	S:	Here tissue.




543.	T	Would you like to see this? Richelle, can you hear this?
544.	S:	OK, I can.
545.	T:	Just like the clown. Hehehe.
546.	S:	Hehehe. I cannot.
547.	T:	You cannot? Look at here, look at, look at me, see, see? Whoa whoa whoa whoa! Hehehe. OK.
548.	S:	Bye Miss D.
549.	T	Oh wait, wait. Bye bye. Oh wait, wait, Richele, is this yours? 
550.	S:	No.
551.	T:	Yes, I think this is yours. 
552.	S:	No.
553.	T:	This is not yours? No? Oh OK. Bye bye, Richelle.
554.	S:	Bye.




(Primary 1: Katia - Frog Prince, Shape, Colors 15-12-2007)

1.	   T: 	Good afternoon Katia.  			
2.	   S: 	<X Good afternoon> good afternoon Miss D. 
3.	   T: 	How are you today?	 			
4.	   S: 	I’m fine thank you, and you?
5.	   T: 	I’m fine too thank you. Do you want to, do you want me to tell you    about this story?	
6.	   S: 	Apa?
7.	   T: 	Do you want me to tell you about this story, story this story?
8.	   S: 	Yes!
9.	   T: 	Yes? OK. Are you ready? 				
10.	   S: 	Yeah.
11.	   T: 	OK. One day a beautiful little princess dropped her favorite golden   ball into the well.
12.	   S: 	She was very sad.
13.	   T: 	She was very sad. 
14.	   S: 	Sad itu sedih?
15.	   T: 	Sad itu sedih. Suatu hari. 
16.	   S: 	He eh.
17.	   T: 	Seorang putri keci=l just like you.
18.	   S: 	He eh, putri kecil seaku?
19.	   T: 	Ya, a little princess, a beautiful little princess dropped her favorite  golden ball into the well.
20.	   S: 	Favorite itu apa?
21.	   T: 	Favorite, favorit, kesukaan. Dia punya bola em [mas].	
22.	S:                               		 		    [mas].
23.	T: 	Oo jatuh ke?		
24.	S: 	Sumur.
25.	T: 	Ye..s. The golden ball fell into the well.
26.	S:	 Was very sad.
27.	T: 	Yeah, she was very sad. Ooh my golden ball.	
28.	S: 	Trus kakaknya itu mau ambil bolanya.
29.	T: 	Emm oo and then suddenly a frog jumped.
30.	S: 	Dueng.
31.	T: 	To the grass beside her. If you’ll be my friend forever, I will help 
you to pick up the golden ball.
32.	S: 	Itu pangeran lho.
33.	T: 	Princess princess tau ndak, kalo princess mau jadi temenku selaaamanyaa aku bantuin deh ambil golden ballnya.
34.	S:      <X A ya ya ya ya>.
35.	T:  	I’ll help you. And then the princess promised the frog a quickly as a flash the frog jumped into the pool <Xfold it up> again with the ball and throw it to the grass trus kataknya cuiing blem.
36.	S: 	He e.
37.	T:	Aambil deh golden ballnya. He took the golden. It took the golden ball and then jumped back up. 
38.	S: 	Yeaah cuing. 
39.	T:	There that’s your ball itu tu itu bolanya udah tak ambilin udah kuambilin. Straight away the princess <X> to the ball and ran back to  the castle. Take me with you cried the frog. But the princess paid no attention to it. Trus asiiik bolaku ketemu ya ya ya ya ya bolaku ketemu. 
40.	S: 	Trus kataknya kok sedih?
41.	T: 	Tapi kataknya kan lho hey hey wait princess wait for me. Take me with you. Princess eey tolong eey kamu kan dah janji bawa aku dong. But the princess did not pay any attention.
42.	S: 	Ngga denger?
43.	T: 	Yeah, do not pay any attention. Ngga diperhatiin kataknya. 
44.	T:	And then the next morning when the princess was sitting on at the table she heard somebody knocking at the door. 
45.	S:	Trus?
46.	T:	Trus dia bobok kan, 
47.	S:	He e.
48.	T:	He’s sleeping, she’s sleeping. 
49.	S:	Trus dia, 
50.	T:	The next morning aah (knock…). Huh?
51.	S: 	Siapa itu?
52.	T: 	She heard someone knocking the door (knock…).
53.	S: 	O ketuk pintu?
54.	T: 	Ya ketuk pintu, and then. 
55.	S:	Trus <X>?
56.	T:	The little princess came up and opened the door and she caught sight of the ugly frog. She opened the door ngeeek. Hello hello rebeck…ieww what an ugly frog ieew.
57.	S: 	Hahaha.
58.	T: 	She said like that and then when the king knew the whole business he said: you must keep your promise my daughter. You have to let the frog come in.
59.	S: 	Yes.
60.	T:	Trus the king said <Xloh> you have <Xpay> with my princess you have promised with this frog. You have made promise with this frog. Kan udah promise <xjen>.
61.	S:	He e.
62.	T:	You have promised this frog. You cannot let him alone out there.
63.	S:	He e.
64.	T:	You had to let the frog come in. Jadi kataknya boleh apa boleh ma?
65.	S: 	Suk.
66.	T: 	And then the frog jumped into her chair and they ate together with the same plate so the princess didn’t feel much like eating and then when the princess eating the frog’s eating too.
67.	S: 	Princessnya makan frognya makan?
68.	T: 	Ya. At the same plate. Piring yang sa.
69.	K: 	Ma.
70.	D: 	At the same plate. For example you eat I become the frog I’m the frog you eat and I eat too and then you eew jijik. 
71.	K: 	Eew jijik.
72.	D: 	Makan sama kodok. 
73.	S:	He e. 
74.	T:	Eew you use the same plate with the frog and in the evening the frog demanded to sleep with her. Very unwillingly she picked up the frog and carried hi her carried him to the room. And then in the evening: Princess, aku mau, maunya I want to sleep with you at the same bed. 
75.	S: 	He e.
76.	T:	Aku mau bobo di kamarmu juga. Aku kan temenmu I’m your friend so I should sleep in your room, too.
77.	S: 	Trus dia kenapa?
78.	T: 	When the frog prepared to jump into the middle of her bed, it was too much for her she pushed the frog hard onto the wall. 
79.	S: 	He e.
80.	T:	And then
81.	S:	<X Then ya ya ya>
82.	T:	 The frog prepared the frog prepared to jump on her bed. 
83.	S:	Ya.
84.	T:	Mo lompat ke tempat tidurnya. 
85.	S:	He e.
86.	T:	Get ready. Get set. Go. Tuiiing. And then what happened. The princess the princess put the frog like this <X bek akakakaka ek>. 
87.	S:	<X> Kena tembok ya sekarang liat <X dueng>. Katake berubah jadi pangeran.
88.	T:	Aah as it fell it was changed into a handsome prince. A spell had been cast of on him by an evil witch and only the princess had the power to break it.
89.	S:	<X Yeo yeo>
90.	T:	Aah ternyata the frog is a?
91.	S: 	Prince.












104.	T:	Yaah hehehe. The frog  prince. The prince returned to his palace and held a grand wedding ceremony with the princess and then they get ma? They get ma?
105.	S: 	Wedding. 
106.	T:	Married. Yeah it’s a wedding.
107.	S:	He e ndak usah baca yang ini yang ini aja aku cuma pengen yang depannya.
108.	T: 	What if we study about about the thing that we used to study  about? You still remember last week? What have we studied about last week? What have we learned last week?
109.	S: 	Apa?
110.	T: 	Kita udah belajar apa last week?
111.	S: 	Ee kita.
112.	T: 	We studied about.
113.	S: 	Sudah belajar ee kita sudah belajar bahasa inggris dari kemarin.
114.	T: 	Hahaha. I know we studied English what but what was it about?
115.	S: 	Hey katanya mau inikan ilmu pengetahuan Katia.
116.	T: 	Yeah. Don’t you have the science project. That’s why I’m asking you now. What have we  learned last week? What have we  learned last week? Kita belajar apa minggu kemarin?Sabtu kemarin? Last Saturday what have we learned last Saturday?
117.	S: 	Sabtu kemarin
118.	T:	Yeah.






125.	S:	Lalu kita mewarnai <X>
126.	T:	OK.
127.	S:	Lalu kita berjanji akan membuat proyek science sekarang juga.
128.	T: 	O OK. What is the say the science about?
129.	S:	Apa?




134.	T: 	Last week we studied about warna, too?
135.	S: 	Iya. Kita kemarin sudah pernah belajar bentuk mbek warna. 
136.	T:    	OK. Shapes and colors? Shape and colors? OK. Wait. <X> I’m sorry. Just a moment, OK? (Leaving the classroom).
137.	S:	(Making her own noice).
138.	T: 	Hello. I’m back. OK. So you look at this. Aw let me take this.
139.	S 	Ya ya ya ya ya. Kolor kolor kolor. 


















158.	T: 	Aah you cannot say color, don’t you?
159.	S: 	Hehehe…bercanda tau. 
160.	T:	Yeah. Color. OK.
161.	S: 	<X Liat liat>







169.	S:	Color and shapes. Color dan bentuk. 
170.	T:	Yeah.
171.	S:	Jangan bentuk terus to. 
172.	T:	<X>
173.	S:	<X Wus wus. Satu kata ya>
174.	T:	Hm hm.
175.	S:	<X Aku liat kata ya.> Miss D punya sepot to? Sepot.
176.	T: 	Star .    











188.	T: 	Triangle is here. It’s supposed to be here. 
189.	S:	Nggak <X>
190.	T:	Wait, wait, wait, wait, wait, wait. Just do it like this. Just cut like them according to the shapes. The star is here. 
191.	S:	Diamond.
192.	T:	The star is here.
193.	S: 	Ya.
194.	T:	Rectangle is here. Where is. 
195.	S:	Diamond.
196.	T:	<X> one more rectangle. Where’s the rectangle? Where did it go? Where is the other rectangle? Rectangle. 
197.	S: 	Ya.
198.	T: 	Rectangle. Could you give me the rectangle, please.
199.	S: 	OK.
200.	T: 	OK. Put it here. OK now the oval oval. 
201.	S: 	Oval? Yes.
202.	T:	Put the oval here.
203.	S: 	Oval (using a)
204.	T: 	Oval. Square. Put the square here. 
205.	S:	Yes, yes.
206.	T:	Could you put the square over here, please.
207.	S: 	OK OK
208.	T:	Now stripes. Put the stripes there. 
209.	S: 	Stripes (stripes)
210.	T:	OK, stripes (stripes)? Stripes. 
211.	S:	Stripes.














226.	T:	What color is this?
227.	S:	Red.
228.	T: 	How to spell red?
229.	S: 	Yes kaya gitu.


















248.	T:	How to spell purple? 











260.	T:	Very good. Here’s one for you. Now what about kuning? What is kuning in English?
261.	S: 	Yellow.
262.	T: 	Yellow. OK how to spell yellow, Katia?













276.	T: 	Double U. OK. Is this one? 
277.	S:	Ya. 
278.	T:	Ya. OK.What about this color? What is this color?
279.	S: 	Apa?
280.	T: 	What color is this?
281.	S: 	Color apa? O brown.
282.	T: 	Brown. How to spell brown?
283.	S: 	Apa?










294.	T:	N. Very good is this the one? Yaa, see u’ve  got your brown. OK. What color is this?
295.	S: 	Orange.










306.	T:	          G.







314.	T: 	A. Hehehe. Is this the color? 
315.	S:	Yeah.
316.	T:	Yeah. OK. What color is this?
317.	S: 	Green.












330.	T:	R. Yes. Very good. And then?
331.	S:	E. E.






338.	T:	Hehehe. Is this one?
339.	S: 	Yes.
340.	T:	Yeah. Hehehe.You got it there.
341.	S: 	Miss D kok mesti salah to maksudku tu n bukan m.
342.	T: 	I didn’t say m. 






349.	S:	Green itu kaya gigi <Xchoki choki choki>) 
350.	T:	Hehehe. OK what about this color? What color is this?
351.	S: 	Blue.










362.	T:	Is this the color? 
363.	S:	Yes.




368.	T: 	Let me see it. Oops I’m sorry. 
369.	S:	Ooh.
370.	T:	Is this your blue? 
		Is this your blue?
371.	K: 	Yaaaa. 
372.	T:	OK.
373.	S:	Miss D pernah liat serigala ndak?
374.	T:	Yes.
375.	S:	Serigala raksasa serigala 
		raksasa?Pernah.




380.	T: 	Giant fox? No, haven’t seen that before.
381.	S: 	Binatang kaki seribu pernah ndak?
382.	T: 	Where is the yellow?
383.	S: 	Yellow.
384.	T:	OK. Now you do this one. Uh see the last one is red and?
385.	S:	Blue. 
386.	T:	Red and blue, c’mon.
387.	S: 	Ya. Red dan blue.
388.	T:	Yes.
389.	S:	Red rednya di sebelah sini ya?
390.	T: 	Oh yeah, it’s OK.
391.	S: 	OK. Sekarang bersiaplah. Siap.
392.	T: 	Hm hm.
393.	S: 	Aku di sebelah sini ya?
394.	T: 	Hm hm.
395.	S: 	Biar ngga kena <X>. 
396.	T:	Where’s the ruler?
397.	S	Uler.
398.	T: 	Uler? Hehehe. 
399.	S:	Aah Miss D.
400.	T:	You said uler. Hehehe. Ruler. (Noise of scratching crayon). Ai hh uuh geli. Eh! Tickle my ear. The sounds give me goosebumps. Hahaha. OK, there, see. Down, down, down, down. OK. Way down there. OK very good. Is that? OK.
401.	S:	Geli sama suara?
402.	T:	Hehehe. Yes. Could you give me that?
403.	S: 	Could you give me that?
404.	T: 	Could you give me this?
405.	S: 	Could you give me this?
406.	T: 	Could you give me that and this and that and this? Hehehe. 
407.	S:	Aku belajar <X>
408.	T:	Katia, your science project, Katia. Don’t forget your science project, Katia. 
409.	S:	OK. OK. OK.
410.	T:	Do you want to make it or not? Mau berhasil?
411.	S: 	Mau.
412.	T: 	OK, do the project then. Here, we’re almost finished. Here. There. Katia. Do you want to race? A! One way. Just one way. Satu arah. One way.
413.	S:	Iya




418.	T:	Hehehe. I am the winner.
419.	S: 	Aku yang winner.
420.	T: 	Hehehe.
421.	S: 	Aku pasti yang menang.
422.	T: 	No, I am the winner.
423.	S:	I am the winner. Kalo menangnya sama-sama berarti dapet hadiah semua.
424.	T: 	Yeah.




429.	S:	Ayame enak isa dimakan.
430.	T: 	Really? Of course it is.
431.	S:	Ya isa digoreng. Trus Miss D kan pasti suka ayam goreng.
432.	T: 	Yeah, how do you know it? I, I like, I like fried chicken. Do you like fried chicken?
433.	S: 	Chicken, ya aku pernah makan chicken.
434.	T: 	Hm hm. Do you like it? 
435.	S:	Yes.
436.	T:	Do you like it very much? 
437.	S:	Yeah.
438.	T:	Me, too. <X >
439.	S:	Aku slesai. Aku hampir slesai. Tam tarara.
440.	T:	I have finished. I have finished.
441.	S: 	Miss D cuman dapet tissue. 
442.	T:	Hahaha. Only give a tissue. 
443.	S:	Hahaha. Tapi kalo aku dapet ruler, horeee. Uler.
444.	T:	Uler?
445.	S: 	Ya, aku suka pelihara uler. 
446.	T:	And then blue. 
447.	S:	Blue blue blue, blue blue blue, blue blue blue. 
448.	T:	Wait wait wait wait. 
449.	S:	Lomba yuk. Sek to, Miss Sek ojo mulai sik.




454.	T:	I haven’t finished. I think you’re the winner. 
455.	S:	Ya.
456.	T:	Cause you finish first. A. You did faster than me.
457.	S:	I lucu ik. 
458.	T:	Aa. <X> Katia. Katia…
459.	S: 	KOK ini kecil banget to?
460.	T 	Yeah. OK, here blue one. You finish the blue one. Yes.




465.	S: 	Uler, Miss D kaget. 
466.	T:	Hehehe. 
467.	S:	Emange Miss D takut sama uler?
468.	T: 	Yeah. Yes I am.
469.	S: 	Dah ulernya sudah slesai yang lain belum. Tapi masih ada banyak uler.
470.	T: 	Huh? Lots and lots of uler? 
471.	S:	Uler uler uler uler.
472.	T:	Ruler.
473.	S: 	Uler. Miss D suka sama uler trus sama makan uler. Aku suka makan uler.






480.	T:	Can I borrow the ruler?
481.	S: 	Yes.





487.	S:	Uler. Memangnya Miss D suka binatang uler?
488.	T: 	Hehehe.
489.	S: 	Suka makan binatang uler?
490.	T: 	Hehehe no. Do you?
491.	S: 	Yes, apa?
492.	T: 	Huh? You like uler?
493.	S: 	Uler biru. 
494.	T:	Hehehe.
495.	S:	Miss D pernah liat uler biru ndak? 
496.	T:	Hm hm.
497.	S:	Tapi ya itu cuma cerita. 
498.	T:	Hm hm.
499.	S:	Mengenai uler biru. Pernah <X melihat X>melihat binatang kaki seribu ndak? Yang besar?
500.	T: 	Hm hm, [I’ve seen] that before.
501.	S: 	             [Di  mana?] Di mana?.. Binatang kaki seribu.
502.	T: 	Around [my house].
503.	S:                   [Dimana]? Di rumah?
504.	T: 	Around my house, yes.
505.	S: 	Ya, kaya apa, coba?
506.	T: 	It has lots of legs.
507.	S: 	Apa?
508.	T: 	Lots of legs.
509.	S: 	Legs?
510.	T: 	Kakinya banyak.
511.	S: 	Ya, yang kaki seribu, binatang kaki seribu [<X isinya X>] besar.
512.	T:                                                                          [Yes, I know] A=h the 
		big one? Iew!
513.	S:	Yes.
514.	T: 	Have you seen it? Pernah lihat?
515.	S 	Pernah.
516.	T: 	Where?
517.	S: 	Di pohon, pohonnya sampe roboh!
518.	T: 	A=h o= you must be just dreaming!
519.	S: 	He e.




524.	T: 	Finished? Ah, no make it neat. C’mon you can do it. 
525.	S:	Yuk lomba yuk. Yuk liat.
526.	T:	You can do it before. OK. One, and two, and three.
527.	S:	Yaa.
528.	T:	I am the winner.
529.	S: 	Aku yang winner.
530.	T: 	I am the winner.
531.	S: 	I am the winner.
532.	T:	No, I am the winner.
533.	S: 	I am the winner.
534.	T: 	I am the winner. 
535.	S:	I am the winner.
536.	T:	You’re not the winner. 
537.	S:	Aku menang nanti aku yang menang.
538.	T: 	Really?Almost finished.
539.	S: 	Aku mo slesai.
540.	T: 	Almost finished.
541.	S: 	Aku m<X  > slesai. 




546.	T:	Miss D yang pertama. Me first. 
547.	S: 	Tam tarara.
548.	T: 	Aaw I lost.
549.	S: 	Tan tarara.
550.	T: 	Wait, wait for me, wait for me. Have you finished?
551.	S 	Aku taruh di sini. 
552.	T:	OK. Finished? Now look at this one. How many frogs are here? 
		One, [two, three, four, five, six.]
553.	S:	         [Two, three, four, five, six.]
554.	T: 	Now what I want you to do is color one of the part with this color.
555.	S: 	<X > Ini apa ini? Buat proyek science kita? Nanti ditusuk di mana ini? 
556.	T:	Hm hm.
557.	S:	Nanti ini ditusuk nggon sebelah mana nanti? Ooh, gini ya?
558.	T: 	O o there, Katia, Katia.
559.	S:	<X    gini?> 
560.	T:	Katia.
561.	S: 	Hehe. Miss D <X> sekali.
562.	T: 	OK, finish this one. There, c’mon, you’re almost finished. There.
563.	S:	Ini warna apa ini?









573.	S: 	OK, aku coba yo?Ini ini, purple. Ya, [purple.]
574.	T: 	                                                     [Purple.]
575.	S:	Yes, purple. Red.
576.	T: 	Red. No no not that. Is it the same? No, it’s not the same.You’ll use this one.
577.	S: 	[Red.]
578.	T:	[Blue] blue [or blue.]
579.	S: 		       [Red.]







587.	T: 	<X> This one?
588.	S:	Yes.
589.	T:	 Hurry up, hurry up.
590.	S:	OK. OK. Aku sudah dijemput?
591.	T: 	Yes.
592.	S: 	Kok lama banget?
593.	T:	Hehe. Do you want to finish it now or do you want to finish it next week? Mau diselesaikan sekarang?
594.	S:	Ya.
595.	T:	Or next week?
596.	S: 	Ya aku mau menyelesaikan sekarang.
597.	T: 	Now? Is it OK? 
598.	S:	Yeah.
599.	T:	Who pick you up? Siapa yang jemput? Who pick you up?
600.	S: 	Mungkin sisternya ikut. Siapa tau, aku tak liat dulu.
601.	T: 	OK. 
602.	S: 	Siapa tau. Siapa ya? Oh uwen. uwen yang jemput.
603.	T: 	So?
604.	S: 	Uwen.
605.	T:	Should we finish it next week?
606.	S:	Aku selesaikan sekarang aja ya?
607.	T:	Is it OK? 
608.	S:	Yeah.
609.	T:	Don’t you wanna tell your uncle? Is that your uncle? 
610.	S:	Uncle?
611.	T:	Oom, paman? 
612.	S:	Bukan. Tapi itu uwen.
613.	T:	Who is uwen?







621.	T: 	Who? Who is he, then?
622.	S: 	Kuku. Aku udah slesai. Blue.
623.	T:	Blue. Oh, This one first. 
624.	S:	                 [Blue.]
625.	T:	Red one first. 
626.	S:	<X>
627.	T:	Do you want to finish it next week?
628.	S:	Apa?
629.	T:	It’s OK if you if you want to finish it next week. Kalau mau diselesaikan minggu depan juga nggak papa.
630.	S:	Tapi aku mau menyelesaikannya sekarang supaya Papi, supaya uwen kejedut. 	
631.	T: 	Are you sure? 
632.	S:	Gini aja. Proyek sciencenya boleh diselesaiken minggu depan. 
633.	T:	Hm hm.
634.	S:	Tapi aku mewarnai sekarang aja.
635.	T:	OK.
636.	S:	Eh gini aja gimana kalo helikopternya tak bawa pulang sekarang?
637.	T: 	No. We haven’t finished.
638.	S: 	Belum selesai.
639.	T: 	Yeah. Finish it next week?
640.	S: 	Apa?
641.	T: 	You want to finish it next week?
642.	S:	Yeah. (Knock on the door) Masuk.
643.	T: 	Next week, minggu depan aja.
644.	S: 	Aku mau sekarang. Belum selesai ni lho, cuma dua tok nanti tak pasang sendiri helikoptere.
645.	T:	(Humming) Tak tunjuin. Uh oh, Katia, do it neatly, Katia, yang rapi, Katia.
646.	S: 	Yellowku mana?
647.	T: 	Hehehe. Miss Lucy is curious. Hehehe.
648.	S: 	Yellowku mana? Yellowku?
649.	T: 	See?
650.	S: 	Ya. [What is the colour?] 
651.	S:	       [Eh Miss D.]
652.	T:	What is the colour? Aah hehehe.
653.	S: 	Aah. Hehehe. Coba liat. 
654.	T:	Warnanya jadi apa?
655.	S: 	Jadi pink. Aku belum lihat.
656.	T: 	Do you want to see it again Katia and Miss Lucy? Hehe.
657.	S:	Pink.
658.	T: 	Hehehe, you like it? Duh kurang kenceng. 
659.	S:	Hehehe. Ooh, yellow.
660.	T:	Ini jadi apa? Kelihatan, nggak?
661.	S:	Aah.
662.	T:	Keliatan? Hm? Keliatan pinknya, nggak? <X> Aah.
663.	S:	Aah.
664.	T: 	I’m so sorry.
665.	S: 	Spongenya jatuh.
666.	T: 	Let’s just finish it next week.
667.	S: 	Apa?
668.	T: 	OK? [Let’s just finish it next week.]
669.	S: 	       [Ngga usah, ngga usah sekarang aja,] sekarang aja selesaikenya padahal cuma hampir mau dua warna lagi.




(P1: Shawn 1 – Writing about animals)

1.	T: 	Here we go. Check. Good day, Shawn. Good day, Shawn.
2.	S: 	Good day, Miss.
3.	T: 	Okay now. Today, ah I am going to teach you about. Oh sorry, you have to write your journal right, is this your second journal or do we have to make another journal?
4.	S: 	But this is the journal, but just.
5.	T: 	Just just what? Just writing this one, what about this one? This is your weekly plan and is that here you have to write a journal about aah it’s a free topic. Okay. The topic is free but when should you give the journal to your teacher? Is it for this week or for this week or?
6.	S: 	I think next week.
7.	T: 	Next week?
8.	S: 	I think at Thursday.
9.	T: 	Because Thursday, it’s supposed to be on Monday. You’re supposed to collect er you’re supposed to give your journal on Monday but because the Monday next Monday is holiday then you’ll have to give it to your teacher on Tuesday. Is that it?
10.	S: 	Hm.
11.	T: 	Hm hm, so, this one the free topic is supposed to be the third journal, you have written the first one and then this is the second one, so this one the free topic is for the third one? 
12.	S: 	Hm. 
13.	T: 	Yes, okay, so first, today today first, we’re going to make a journal. Oh you’re going to make your journal and I’m going to check it up. Check your journal. And then er if I already if I thought that i it’s okay for you to con to collect your jour to give your journal to your teacher then you can give your journal to your teacher. Is it okay? You can write anything you want because the the journal’s topic is free as as as as what you want. Anything you want to write, you can write anything you want to write on your journal. Is it okay?
14.	S: 	Okay.
15.	T: 	Okay, now could you please take your pencil and eraser, please?  Oh would you oh sorry, here here hehehe. Whoa, what a nice tamtam pack! Do you like tamtam?
16.	S: 	<X>
17.	T: 	Hey, me too. Hahaha. Which shape do you like best, from tamtam?
18.	S: 	Hm from the arian one.
19.	T: 	The arian one? Hm.
20.	S: 	I like the arian. <X> 
21.	T: 	Ben ten thousand. There is ben ten thousand too? Oh I’ve never seen that one before. Okay, so, write your journal now, I’m going to wait for you.
22.	S: 	How many sentences?
23.	T: 	Hm I think can you make it seven? Seven is now but your didn’t, your teacher didn’t say that you must write any certain sentences so it must be up to you but not just one sentence okay, hehehe. 
24.	S: 	Ten sentence.
25.	T:	Ten sentence? You want to write ten sentences? Okay that will be great. Let’s count this one first. Your sentences were here. The first one, this one, [two].
26.	S: 		           [Two] three. 
27.	T: 	Four, five.
28.	S: 	Six.
29.	T: 	Six. Okay the first one is six the second one is?
30.	S: 	Seven.
31.	T: 	Seven? One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, yeah seven. Okay, You’re gonna make it. Ooh I don’t aa. Wait can you.
32.	S: 	A.
33.	T: 	More than seven then. For the first one you make six sentences, the second one you make seven sentences, so, hm you can write eight sentences, or more than eight sentences may be fifty sentences hehehe.
34.	S: 	Fifty hihihi. Not bad.
35.	T: 	Hehehe, okay, ten is okay. 
36.	S: 	Fifty is how many pages?
37.	T: 	Fifty is hehehe, what do you think? 
38.	S: 	One.
39.	T: 	Can you estimate that? 
40.	S: 	Two three.
41.	T: 	Three sent three pages you mean?
42.	S: 	More than.
43.	T: 	Yeah.
44.	S: 	I think this one five.
45.	T: 	Five, yes, five pages. Can you do that?
46.	S: 	No.
47.	T: 	No? Okay. Just write ten sentences, okay? Less than ten or more than ten that will be.
48.	S: 	Less than ten. And <X>
49.	T: 	Do you have any idea what are you going to write? 
50.	S: 	No.
51.	T: 	No? Not yet, not no but not yet, right? So, what are you going to write? May be your hm your daily experience that have you ever experienced something this these days? First, your writing about is this a free topic for you? This one? 
52.	S: 	Yeah.
53.	T: 	This one is for the free topic?
54.	S: 	Yes.
55.	T: 	This one is also? No?
56.	S: 	No?
57.	T: 	You favorite decide this one? You have to write about my fave your favorite food? No? So, this is up to you, this topic is up to you. This title is up to you.
58.	S: 	But in the end there is the.
59.	T: 	Free free you may write free means you may write anything you want. Journal topic free.
60.	S: 	Map about map.
61.	T: 	You want to write about map? Okay.
62.	S: 	Okay, go let’s go.
63.	T: 	Okay that will be yeah that will be nice.
64.	S: 	Hm let’s write.
65.	T: 	Hm hm yes hm.
66.	S: 	Hm hm uuh. 
67.	T: 	Hehehe <X> Hehehe oh here, you need an eraser? Nice to see you again, Shawn. I’ll leave you. How long have you been oh wait it’s been a year we have known each other. Hm uuh what a nice oh okay wait wait.  Shawn, do you want to use American spelling or British spelling?
68.	S: 	British? What is British?
69.	T: 	British means England. If you write it down like this, say wait hm.
70.	S: 	I like this one.
71.	T: 	Wait where’s okay say this one. This is from the England class. Your class is magical, right? Okay this is from the England class, the teacher said that they have to write about their favorite farm animals, right?
72.	S: 	I don’t know.
73.	T: 	Hm hm.
74.	S: 	Because seventeen.
75.	T: 	Okay, here, and this is how to write favorite in American spelling, if you write it down that like this, it means it is not an American spelling but it is.
76.	S: 	It is I like this one.
77.	T: 	You want the American or the English?
78.	S: 	American.
79.	T: 	Okay, see? Just like this, see? Your teacher just write it down like this favorite it’s American and the one that you write down here in your book.
80.	S: 	England.
81.	T: 	Favourite. It’s England or British.
82.	S: 	Ooh not this.
83.	T: 	So, which one do you want?
84.	S: 	The middle English.
85.	T: 	Which one is it? You want the british one so, the one that you see “U”?
86.	S: 	American.
87.	T: 	American? So, without “U” see like, that you write on the white board <X>. This is how to write favorite. 
88.	S: 	English.
89.	T: 	As an American language. This is used by the American. This one used by the England, the English or the British people.
90.	S: 	Favorite?
91.	T: 	Yeah, using the “U”,  see? Do you see the different between this one and this one? This one is British, this one is American, used by the American, this one is used by the British. So, take a look at this. Do you see any difference from the first variety and the second variety, do you see any difference, is there any difference between this favorite and favourite? What is difference? What letter is difference? The first one.
92.	S: 	U.
93.	T: 	Oh yeah, very good. the American doesn’t use any “U” but the british use “U”. So would you like to write the American one or the British one? [Because] you have to decide it.
94.	S: 	                    [American].                                 American.
95.	T: 	American? So, like this one. Because I think your school use American not British, right?
96.	S: 	Nnn. England. 
97.	T: 	Which one?
98.	S: 	The one England class.
99.	T: 	Which one is it?
100.	S: 	This one England class.
101.	T: 	Yeah, this is England class, this is yours but.
102.	S: 	<X>
103.	T: 	Oops. Hahaha hehehe this is the second time. Twice you did it twice. Remember when you joined the I theater. Almost fell down like this also. Hehehe. Aa that’s okay.
104.	S: 	It didn’t fun.
105.	T: 	Yeah, because you really annoyed. Hm hm not  to the front. Here. This is your class, right? Classical. The topic is free.
106.	S: 	Topic.
107.	T: 	Hm hm. The title. You may write anything you want. Free means, what does free mean?
108.	S: 	Bebas.
109.	T: 	Yeah, in Indonesian it’s called bebas. So, you can write anything that you want. Okay. So, is there any idea? Hm, okay, you have nice handwriting, it is neat. 
110.	S: 	Oops.
111.	T: 	Again, hehehe you did it hehehe foo foo.
112.	S: 	I remember, food.
113.	T: 	Food.
114.	S: 	So, I remember foe.
115.	T: 	So you write foe, because. Don’t you think that it’s too small? 
116.	S: 	Hm.
117.	T: 	Ooh that’s okay, it’s nice.
118.	S: 	Hm favorite.
119.	T: 	Hm hm your favorite. (Sneezing)
120.	S: 	Hehehe.
121.	T: 	<X> this one.
122.	S: 	<X> then.
123.	T: 	You wanna see? No?
124.	S: 	No.
125.	T: 	Okay <X>
126.	S: 	It’s my favorite .
127.	T: 	Hm hm your favorite.
128.	S: 	Animal hih.




133.	T: 	Mamm ooh your favorite animals are mammals. Okay. My favorite what’s the title then?
134.	S: 	Mammal and my favorite <X> my favorite mammals.
135.	T: 	My favorite mammals? Hehehe.
136.	S: 	My favorite animals is.
137.	T: 	Your favorite animals. Okay. It’s okay you can write all of them. I just wait here until you done, okay?
138.	S: 	Not yet.
139.	T: 	Ooh of course, yes. 
140.	S: 	Animal.
141.	T: 	Only one animal or more than one animal?
142.	S: 	More than.
143.	T: 	More than one animal, so you should write “s”, yes this already right. You have to add “s”. Oh that is too big?
144.	S: 	Yes.
145.	T:	Oh I see. Hm hm.
146.	S: 	My favorite animal.
147.	T:	Hm hm.
148.	S: 	And then coma gak pake titik.
149.	T: 	No, without coma or without period because this is the title. 
150.	S: 	If use dear.
151.	T: 	Hm if.
152.	S: 	If mon if use dear.
153.	T: 	If use dear.
154.	S: 	I mean if in surat <X> dear parents or dear <X>
155.	T: 	You want to.
156.	S:	D E A R.
157.	T: 	Oh, you want to write.
158.	S: 	I mean.
159.	T: 	You want to know the spelling of dear.
160.	S: 	I already know.
161.	T: 	Oh, you already know, so? 
162.	S: 	If dear just coma, right?
163.	T: 	Yeah, if you write dear you should use coma.
164.	S: 	And then for <X> coma first.
165.	T: 	You want to give coma here?
166.	S: 	No.






173.	T: 	Would you speak louder, please?
174.	S: 	Okay.
175.	T: 	I cannot hear you. He cannot hear you too. Hehehe. No, it’s okay, don’t worry.
176.	S: 	I like all mammal animal are.
177.	T: 	Mammal.
178.	S: 	Aduuh daa.
179.	T: 	Ooh where’s your eraser? Oh oh over there over there, ouch hm. Okay.
180.	S: 	Hm, like and bird.
181.	T: 	You like.
182.	S: 	Pet and bird.
183.	T: 	Pet? Pet? Pet or bat? 
184.	S: 	Bat
185.	T: 	You  can just like batman. What kind of oh. Okay. Oh. Are you sure you’re supposed to oh it’s okay. Don’t you think that it’s too big?
186.	S: 	Too big. 
187.	T: 	Yeah.
188.	S: 	I <X> again.
189.	T: 	Hehehe it’s okay. I’ll get it for you now. 
190.	S: 	<X>
191.	T: 	Yeah it’s okay.
192.	S: 	Bear.
193.	T: 	Here. Don’t use capital B because it’s not a name, alright? It’s not Batman, it’s a bat. 
194.	S: 	But it’s capital?
195.	T: 	No, no and you should use coma here.
196.	S: 	Aa.
197.	T: 	Not period, but coma. 
198.	S: 	Coma?
199.	T: 	Is that coma or period? Oh my. 
200.	S: 	Coma.




205.	T: 	Hehehe batsman. Oh you like to see batman? 
206.	S: 	Yes.
207.	T: 	Hm hm, I see.
208.	S: 	I like batman.
209.	T: 	You like batman, too.
210.	S: 	Spiderman hi. 
211.	T: 	Spiderman hehehe. Ooh you like batman, that’s why you write you like bats. You like spider then that’s why you write you like spider. Aah I see. Remember if you like more than one, it means you have to add “s”.
212.	S: 	Spiders.
213.	T: 	Yeah spiders. If only one?
214.	S: 	Spier.
215.	T: 	Spier? Spier or spider? 
216.	S: 	Hehehe. 
217.	T: 	Okay. Okay, quiet.
218.	S: 	New spider.
219.	T: 	New spider? Can you  just write it down. <X> Write all of them first.
220.	S: 	Until bat?




225.	T: 	That’s amazing! Whoa that’s great!
226.	S: 	Thanks.
227.	T: 	You must have a lot of idea then. 





233.	T: 	What? Small a, oh, don’t use the capital because it’s not period, alright?
234.	S: 	Not period.
235.	T: 	Not period. 
236.	S: 	Not much. Okay. Period. 
237.	T: 	Only one bird?
238.	S: 	Another bird. 
239.	T: 	Hehehe.
240.	S: 	Woodpecker. Woody woodpecker show.
241.	T: 	Ooh. You like woody woodpecker? You want that naa especially laugh? Cause woody laugh.
242.	S: 	Woody woodpecker show is <X>
243.	T: 	Hehehe that’s the one I mean. Hehehe. You like that sound? You like it?
244.	S: 	Pink panther show.
245.	T: 	Alright.
246.	S: 	Coma ant lho I <X> it is the ant
247.	T: 	Hm hm.
248.	S: 	Because scorpion and bird panther.
249.	T: 	So the bird looks like a panther or the panther looks like a bird?
250.	S: 	Pink panther show.
251.	T: 	Okay pink panther show.
252.	S: 	Hehehe.
253.	T: 	Here we go.
254.	S: 	Uup. Capital P.
255.	T: 	It’s too small.
256.	S: 	Eh koma yah, the bird is not here, coma. 
257.	T: 	The bird, hush. Sound.
258.	S: 	Bird, coma, snake.
259.	T: 	Bird or birds?
260.	S: 	Hihihi.
261.	T: 	Let me ask it for you, if you here there we go.
262.	S: 	Plus coma.
263.	T: 	Hehehe, L. 
264.	S: 	L  look. P E N T H E R.
265.	T: 	T, you miss the T. Yeah. That’s right. Don’t forget the “s”.
266.	S: 	P A N T.




271.	T: 	R s, pantherzz. Hm.
272.	S: 	Pink panther show. I forget pink pink panther show. Hihihi.
273.	 T: 	Is there any pink panther? 
274.	S: 	Yo.
275.	T: 	Hm hm.
276.	S: 	Pink panther show. Hehehe.
277.	T: 	At the real life is there any pink panther?
278.	S: 	No.
279.	T: 	No. What is the color of a panther?
280.	S: 	Mr. Bean also like pink panther show.
281.	T: 	Yes. Who?
282.	S: 	Mr. Bean.
283.	T: 	Mr. Bean like perhaps pink panther show. What about you? You like it also, right? So.
284.	S:	 <X>
285.	T: 	If you are in the jungle, you would find panther with pink colors?
286.	S: 	No.
287.	T: 	Is there any pink panther?
288.	S: 	No.
289.	T: 	Or black panther?
290.	S: 	Yes.
291.	T: 	Black panther. Here it is, period and then.
292.	S: 	One sentence.
293.	T : 	One sentence.
294.	S: 	And then bird, birds, beak not a beaks.
295.	T: 	Aha good, not a beaks, beaks without a because how many beaks?
296.	S: 	Zero.
297.	T: 	Zero! Hehehe.
298.	S: 	The beak, one one.
299.	T: 	One, only one, so, how did the bird?
300.	S: 	By.
301.	T: 	Open the mouth, er or open the beak if there is only one beak? It cannot open the beak if there is only one beak. So, how many beaks are there?
302.	S: 	Four.
303.	T: 	Four beak for a bird, are you sure?
304.	S: 	Hehehe.
305.	T: 	So, two on the front and two on the side? 
306.	S: 	Yes.
307.	T: 	How’s that? It’s er, it looks like a monster or mutan or something.
308.	S: 	And one from <X> like dee dee dee.
309.	T: 	Hehehe, so, a bird, oh you should write it by yourself, it’s up to you.
310.	S: 	Hm hm. Hatch.
311.	T: 	Hatch, with small H or capital H? Hatch, that’s right. Hm hm.
312.	S: 	It’s by beak.






319.	T: 	Yeah it’s supposed to be B and then small B please, hm hm, good. B E A K S. How many beaks are there? You said two. So, don’t you think that supposed to you’re supposed to be.
320.	S: 	Beaks.
321.	T: 	Yeah, okay wait. Could you read them? Could you read your sentence?
322.	S: 	I like bats, spider, scorpion, birds, snake, and panther.
323.	T: 	Hm hm.
324.	S: 	Bird has two beaks.
325.	T: 	Bird yes okay, you should have done not bird has two beaks but a bird has two beaks, so, because that if there are more than if there are more than one birds. How many beaks are there now? You have to have a look. 
326.	S: 	<X> oh I let it in a year.
327.	T: 	Okay. You want to erase this all?
328.	S: 	Yes.
329.	T: 	Okay, this is it. Okay oh you! <X> okay. Here you may write a.
330.	S: 	In here?
331.	T: 	In here or here? 
332.	S: 	This is not enough.
333.	T: 	But you can write a beak a bird here.
334.	S: 	A beak bird. 
335.	T: 	A beak bird just like in sesame street. Hehehe. Do you like to see sesame street? 
336.	S: 	Sesame street?
337.	T: 	Sesame street, sesame street the one that elmo.
338.	S: 	Big bird.
339.	T: 	Big bird, and master cookies inside the in the film.
340.	S: 	I <X> no.
341.	T: 	No.
342.	S: 	Hm a birds.
343.	T: 	A bird without s, only one bird.
344.	S: 	<X> bird have beaks.
345.	T: 	If yeah every bird has beaks. Don’t you think that you need space here? 
346.	S: 	Yes.
347.	T: 	Between a and bird, okay.
348.	S: 	Hello.
349.	T: 	Hehehe hello juga. Here.
350.	S: 	Aa aa.
351.	T: 	Without s, because there is only one bird.
352.	S: 	If a.
353.	T: 	Yes, if you use a. it means you have. You don’t have to it.
354.	S:	A bird has.
355.	T:	I you write a bird, there is no s at the end of the bird spelling. But if you want to write more than one bird, you have to add s at the end of the bird spelling, okay? If you write a so no s. 
356.	S:	[A bird has.]
357.	T:	[A bird has.] Hm hm.
358.	S: 	Aah.
359.	T: 	<X> your capital. Hm hm. A bird has here.
360.	S:	Enough. Beak..
361.	T: 	How many beaks?
362.	S: 	Two.
363.	T: 	Two, you may write two here and the beaks here.
364.	S: 	Beaks beaks <X>
365.	T: 	What else? 
366.	S: 	A scorpion.
367.	T: 	What else? What else can you see?
368.	S: 	A scorpion.
369.	T: 	A bird has beaks. Is that you want to write about the bird? Only the beaks, okay?
370.	S: 	No <X>
371.	T: 	Then just end in coma.
372.	S: 	Coma.
373.	T: 	Change it into coma, if you want to continue your sentences.
374.	S: 	Bird uuh aah lay eggs. And also <X>
375.	T: 	<X> Let’s continue your writing.
376.	S:	Scorpion.
377.	T: 	Scorpions or a scorpion, a scorpion, a scor… pion 





383.	T: 	Poisin or poison?
384.	S: 	Poisin.
385.	T: 	Poisiion, hehehe. Shawn? Poishawn? Or poision?
386.	S: 	Poishawn.
387.	T: 	Poishawn? Hehehe. So, your hehe your name is Shawn. 
388.	S: 	Poison.
389.	T: 	Poison, okay. 
390.	S: 	The poi yes the son.
391.	T: 	Hehehe. 
392.	S: 	This is the poi and then the can.
393.	T: 	What else?
394.	S: 	The.
395.	T: 	Where is the poison?
396.	S: 	At the.
397.	T: 	At the tail. Before you know that the poison is at the tail inside before.
398.	S: 	At … the. It’s tick round like a needle. Tuck like a needle. 
399.	T: 	The sting. 
400.	S: 	Yes.
401.	T: 	Yeah, scorpions sting with the tail.
402.	S: 	Like spider.
403.	T: 	So that just like spiders sting too? Bees sting, spider bites. A spider. 
404.	S: 	By bite. 
405.	T:	Hm hm.
406.	S: 	Like.
407.	T: 	Wait wait. You want to you want to write about the scorpion or the or something else?
408.	S: 	Scorpion.
409.	T: 	Is this for the scorpion?
410.	S: 	Yes.
411.	T: 	Wow. Okay. Could you wait wait wait the first sentence. Could you read the second sentence until here? What’s your second sentence? A start from here a.
412.	S: 	A process to bigs or to lay eggs.
413.	T:	The second one?
414.	S: 	A scorpion has a poison.
415.	T: 	A poison? You can can you count poison? 
416.	S: 	Has poison.





422.	S: 	In there, there.
423.	T: 	Read it again.
424.	S : 	<X>
425.	T: 	In  there or in they’re. 
426.	S: 	They’re.
427.	T: 	You mean, in the.





433.	T: 	Only t h. They’re. How many y? But you’re only talking about one scorpion. A scorpion. 
434.	S: 	Yes.




439.	T: 	Okay, that’s right. And then this one poison is?
440.	S: 	Opposite.
441.	T: 	The tail. Not their tail because?
442.	S: 	Not.
443.	T: 	Aha just like this. Could you read this?
444.	S: 	In the tail.
445.	T: 	A.
446.	S: 	A scorpion has poison in the tail.




451.	T: 	A spider hehehe.
452.	S: 	Same, a.
453.	T: 	Spider. Oh would you love to write spider? Spi.
454.	S: 	Spider.
455.	T: 	A spider?
456.	S: 	After school is here rear to this.
457.	T: 	Yes.
458.	S: 	My school.
459.	T: 	Your school. 
460.	S: 	It’s near. 
461.	T: 	Near oh it’s close from here, yeah. 
462.	S: 	In Tritunggal.
463.	T: 	Yeah your school is near from here. It’s close to this place? Yes.
464.	S: 	Yes near here.
465.	T: 	You can hear your school from here? No? I thought you can hear your school or your bell, or your school bell or something, no? No? your school? Aaah, your dick is too small. I’m afraid your teacher may not able to read [your].
466.	S: 	                                  [Don’t] <X> To something.
467.	T: 	Hm hm something is missing. You need one more letter. R or what do you want to write about spider? 
468.	S: 	Spider has a web.
469.	T: 	Hm spider. Oh can get web you mean?
470.	S: 	Spider.
471.	T: 	Spider. You can continue here. 
472.	S: 	Can. 
473.	T: 	Build or make.
474.	S: 	A web.
475.	T: 	Hm hm. Very good, Shawn! Ah small bee. Let’s <X> it’s clear that.
476.	S: 	Aah uuh.
477.	T: 	Hehehe. It’s okay.
478.	S: 	I think, I …. I just think number …. Capital letter 
479.	T: 	Oh you are still learning about capital letter, that’s why you always remember to make capital letters every time. Hehehe okay, that’s okay. It’s a process. Whether you know how to oh when to use capital letters or the small one? What do you feel about that? Later, of the next days you can differentiate how to use capital letters or the small one because now you’re learning how to use capital letters that’s why you keep on writing capital letters, that’s okay.
480.	S: 	Heheh.
481.	T: 	It’s okay. For the next day you will you will remember not to ee when to use capital letters or when to use the small one, it’s okay.
482.	S: 	And it’s some, er and it also has also.
483.	T: 	Some spider has poison, some of them not all of them. Not every spider have poison, okay?
484.	S: 	The big one.
485.	T: 	Do you mean tarantula? 
486.	S: 	The red one and.
487.	T: 	Which called tarantula? Is tarantula spider or the widow? Widow.
488.	S: 	Er widow is.
489.	T: 	Black widow, black widow is very poisonous.
490.	S: 	How many?




495.	T: 	Not only paralyze us, even human can be killed by black widow. It’s danger. 
496.	S: 	Can paralyze.
497.	T: 	It’s a very dangerous spider. If you see, if you see, if you ever seen black widow, don’t touch it.
498.	S:	It will bite (imitating biting sound).
499.	T: 	Yeah just a little bite like this, tut, then you, in a minute you’ll be paralyzed and. 
500.	S: 	Five minute.
501.	T: 	Hm hm. You’ll have to go to the hospital to get help. It’s very dangerous, you know black widow and tarantula?
502.	S: 	Black widow, the small but the poisonous.
503.	T: 	Yeah. Hm that one.
504.	S:	And there’s one that there is the tutul tutul.
505.	T: 	Hehehe the spot yeah hehehe but almost every spider has dot here, the spot, not not the spot, dot. If  if you.
506.	S: 	Spider monkeey.
507.	T: 	Spider monkey hehehe. They use the dots to tricks their enemies, so, it looks like it looks like the spider, it looks like the spider has a lot of eyes, right? 
508.	S: 	Yes.
509.	T: 	Yeah, it’s to trick their enemies. So that the bird scared of it, of the spider. It has been years.
510.	S:	Beep beep beep.
511.	T: 	Okay so er could you read this one?
512.	S: 	A spider can build a web.
513.	T: 	Coma or period?
514.	S: 	Period.
515.	T: 	Period. Okay. Hm. I will ask you to tell about the spider or you can change into another animals.
516.	S: 	A dog, scorpion, bird, and then spider I think. Panther.
517.	T: 	What do you think about panther? The color may be? [Or]
518.	S: 	                                                                                       [Panther] has black color.




523.	T: 	You think a panther cannot climb a tree? Can it run fast? What is the fastest big cat in the world. 
524.	S: 	What?
525.	T: 	The fastest big cat in the world. Is it the tiger, or the cheetah or the panther or?
526.	S: 	Cheetah.
527.	T: 	Cheetah is the fastest but panther is also fast and panther can climb tree too like cheetah.
528.	S: 	Has a sharp claws.
529.	T: 	Yeah, it it has sharp claws so that it can climb the tree. What is the color of the panther?
530.	S: 	[Black.]
531.	T: 	[The real] panther? Not the pink panther but the real panther? Black, yes.
532.	S: 	Art park.





538.	S: 	The blue one.
539.	T: 	The blue one?
540.	S: 	And then the moon.
541.	T: 	Ooh pink panther’s friend? Oh I see.
542.	S:	<X> 	
543.	T: 	You want to that its name? 
544.	S: 	Eat the ant.
545.	T: 	He loves to eat, yeah?
546.	S: 	Yeah.
547.	T: 	A panther likes to eat ant?
548.	S: 	No, I I mean like the elephant but.
549.	T: 	Aah. I see. 
550.	S: 	But.
551.	T: 	It looks like, yeah?
552.	S: 	But this when too big.
553.	T:	Long?
554.	S: 	Yes. 
555.	T: 	With a long?
556.	S: 	Yes. 
557.	T: 	Hm hm.




562.	S:	A black panther show.
563.	T:	A big panther show oh could you wait here for a moment, just a moment?





569.	T: 	Sorry oops! Oh you drop the pencil again. Is it okay?
570.	S: 	Yes.
571.	T: 	Did it break?
572.	S: 	No. 
573.	T: 	Can you write with it?
574.	S: 	Yes.
575.	T: 	Oh yeah yeah yeah hehehe, okay.
576.	S: 	Aa
577.	T:	And the panther can run fast also.
578.	S: 	Also can climb.
579.	T: 	Can climb the tree, yeah hm what’s wrong? 
580.	S: 	Pant panther rrrr had.
581.	T: 	Climb you have to explain to them. You have to explain climbing what? Climbing something, is it climbing the mountain? Or?
582.	S: 	Yes.
583.	T: 	Hehehe no, or climbing the tree, or climbing the grass maybe.
584.	S: 	Can. 
585.	T: 	Climb the tree.
586.	S: 	On tree.
587.	T: 	Hm hm.. 
588.	S: 	Climb three. Tiga.
589.	T: 	Three? So, if there is thr if there is number three at the jungle.
590.	S: 	One, two, three.
591.	T: 	The panther will climb it on the top of it?
592.	S: 	Yes.
593.	T: 	So do you need coma or period?
594.	S: 	Period.
595.	T: 	Period. Hm what else do you want to ask? Oh wait wait wait, let’s count how many sentences you’ve got here?
596.	S: 	One.
597.	T: 	One? Ooh.
598.	S: 	Eeeh. One two.
599.	T: 	One, one here, right?
600.	S: 	Yeah one.
601.	T: 	Yeah.
602.	S: 	Two, three, four.
603.	T: 	Five. You still write five more or it’s it is. The most important you write it down more than seven sentences. So, you need at least three more sentences, right?
604.	S: 	Four.
605.	T: 	Four? Oh that’s okay, or five? 
606.	S: 	Three.
607.	T: 	You have written the.
608.	S: 	And then bats.
609.	T: 	Okay bats. Eee eee.
610.	S: 	Miring miring.
611.	T: 	What is miring?
612.	S: 	Eee penet.
613.	T: 	Then your handwriting will be closed up and down that, okay. 
614.	S: 	This.
615.	T: 	Not like that hehehe.
616.	S: 	Like this.
617.	T: 	Okay.
618.	S: 	Tuut, it’s iiiiikk bingung.
619.	T:	Haa. Bat, what do you know about bat?
620.	S: 	Bat produce milk.
621.	T: 	A bat produces milk, yes because a bat is a?
622.	S: 	Mammal.
623.	T: 	Mammal. Very good, Shawn.
624.	S: 	And it has a backbone
625.	T: 	And it?
626.	S: 	Has backbone.
627.	T: 	Ooh it has backbone, yes it has backbones because it’s a mammal. You know something. Bat is the only mammal that could fly.
628.	S: 	Whale is also mammal.





634.	S: 	It can swim.
635.	T: 	Oh it can swim too, yeah, a walrus. 
636.	S: 	Ikan pedang.
637.	T: 	Oh, are you scared with the big tail over here? Here? Hm.
638.	S: 	Two?
639.	T: 	Two of them yes, she’s really really, they’re really really big.
640.	S: 	Is when?
641.	T: 	Two, two on the left and on the right it has tank that is really really big and strong.
642.	S: 	Are er and then tooth and then the mark.
643.	T: 	And it’s really really strong you know. 
644.	S: 	It’s like needle.
645.	T: 	What, the tooth?
646.	S: 	I mean that this one.
647.	T: 	The nose? 
648.	S: 	The this one, the.
649.	T: 	The one that looks like moustache?
650.	S: 	Yeah.
651.	T: 	Is it sharp? I don’t think so. It’s to sends the water. They use it to send the water. 
652.	S: 	To swing.
653.	T: 	And the the yeah, and the the additional water, yes.
654.	S: 	To help to swim help to swim.
655.	T: 	No the feet help them to swim. The moustache help them to to what? 
656.	S: 	Protect.
657.	T: 	To, no, to know the condition around them. When they’re swimming or.
658.	S: 	So to here.
659.	T: 	Just like a cat you know. A cat whisker is very sensitive, right?
660.	S: 	Meow. 
661.	T: 	Yeah, just like that of course. Okay. A bat produces.
662.	S: 	A bat produce.
663.	T: 	Ces. Add s oh no no no. You it’s over. Oh it’s too big.
664.	S: 	It’s not my type but.
665.	T: 	It.
666.	S: 	Pro.
667.	T:	Duce. Add an s. Produces very. Produces what?
668.	S: 	Milk.
669.	T: 	Milk, yeah, because a. 
670.	S: 	A. Aauu.
671.	T: 	Do you want to say I like this monster. A bat produces milk.




676.	S: 	That is the flying mammal coma and then. 
677.	T: 	Hm hm coma and then, it is.
678.	S: 	Rat.




683.	T: 	There, why did you collect the dirt? 
684.	S: 	Like. It’s the dirt hmm. 
685.	T:	You what you like the dirt? Hehehe okay. Could you continue this, please? 
686.	S:	Mammal.
687.	T: 	Hm hm, okay good, coma, wait wait put it there, will you? Okay. That’s fine.
688.	S: 	Already, already, already, already.
689.	T: 	So, what’s next?
690.	S: 	Snake already not yet?
691.	T: 	Not yet. Snakes no, you haven’t learnt anything about snakes
692.	S: 	One of them I have learnt. One then one, two, three, two and four.
693.	T: 	One, two, three, that’s one, three, three.
694.	S: 	One, two, three, four.
695.	T: 	Four, five.
696.	S: 	Five, six.
697.	T: 	Six. Yeah you’ve got six. Two more yeah. Snakes and snakes and. 
698.	S: 	<X>
699.	T: 	Wait a minute, wait a minute. How many animals are here? One, two, three, four, five, six, only six.
700.	S: 	But snakes not yet.
701.	T: 	No yeah. Snakes <X> you haven’t written anything about snakes. Okay. So.
702.	S: 	Snake.
703.	T: 	Hm hm a snake.
704.	S: 	Do you know Tania, Miss? Tania. England class.
705.	T: 	Yeah, why with Tania?
706.	S: 	When first grade is with me.
707.	T: 	Oh when she was in the first grade, she was with you.
708.	S: 	Patricia too.
709.	T: 	Patricia, too. Oh. Okay, a snake a snake hm hm.
710.	S: 	A snake a snake is long.
711.	T : 	A snake is long.
712.	S : 	Iih.
713.	T : 	It’s okay, there.
714.	S: 	Ooh.
715.	T : 	Hm hm.
716.	S: 	The longest animal.
717.	T: 	No, snake is not the longest animal. Are you sure that [snake] is the longest animal? 
718.	S:	                                                                                        [No].
719.	T: 	The big snake is?
720.	S: 	Cobra.
721.	T: 	Not cobra, python and wow what is it called? The python snake and?
722.	S: 	Python, what is python?
723.	T: 	It’s a kind of snakes, it’s really really big and long. But every snake is long. So you cannot write that.
724.	S: 	Some snake is.
725.	T: 	Yeah.
726.	S: 	Small and. 
727.	T: 	Even only this long. 
728.	S: 	Like a worm?
729.	T: 	Like a worm yeah. Hehehe. And the baby snake is also this short. Not not really.
730.	S: 	Iih. Baby snake is tututututut.
731.	T: 	Yeah, just like that. Is it really or?
732.	S: 	Or.




737.	T: 	Ah yeah seven, one more. Whoa <X> Hehehe. A snake is long. Why don’t you just the. Ee don’t. Wait, don’t it might comes up. In the right here.
738.	S: 	Er huh. I think it’s enough.
739.	T: 	Seven is enough? 
740.	S:	Yes.
741.	T: 	Don’t you think that you have to add one more because in this term you you have had written seven sentences. This one you have to add one, right? One at that time, six, and then seven and then eight, one more. Why don’t you just read it. Read read read your handwriting first.
742.	S: 	Okay. Whoa. I like bird, spider, a scorpion plus snake and black panther show 
743.	T: 	Hehehe, black panther.
744.	S: 	A bird has two beaks, spider lay eggs, scorpion has poison in the tail, a spider can build a web, a black panther a black panther show can.
745.	T: 	Hehehe. A panther can.
746.	S: 	Run fast also can climb on tree. A bat produce milk. Bat is the flying mammal. A snake is long.
747.	T: 	Hm hm and then?
748.	S: 	Do not build.
749.	T: 	What do you remember about snake? Aa be careful there’s a sn a there’s a snake why should we warn with it. Po?
750.	S: 	Ison.
751.	T: 	It has poison. Yeah we should be careful to some kind of.
752.	S: 	Snake is poisonous.
753.	T: 	It’s okay if you write period here, you can try write again here, a snake also something anything.
754.	S: 	Aah, ooh uuii.
755.	T: 	I’ll help you. Don’t worry, there, see?
756.	S: 	Er r this poison.
757.	T: 	Inside their?
758.	S: 	Teeth.
759.	T: 	What does the teeth called? Is it still teeth or what does those better than them all? Fang. Which called fang from the sharp teeth is called fang. The snake keep the poison inside the fang, right? 
760.	S: 	Aah.
761.	T: 	Oh your tooth is shaky?
762.	S: 	This one this one is grow.
763.	T: 	The left or oh that one is already grow, okay uuh.
764.	S: 	This one.
765.	T: 	That one also? Uuh scared. 
766.	S: 	Aah after when I am sleeping in.
767.	T: 	Isn’t her flat. Do they hurt?
768.	S: 	No.
769.	T: 	No? Yes?
770.	S: 	When sleep is click. 
771.	T: 	Uuh. Okay, a snake also has? 
772.	S: 	Poison. Period.
773.	T: 	In in where?
774.	S: 	In the fang.
775.	T: 	Aha.
776.	S: 	Hey where is the period? It’s not clear.
777.	T: 	Oh I’m sorrr, that’s not clear enough. This poison.
778.	S: 	The poison in the fang fang. 
779.	T: 	Hm hm.
780.	S: 	Okay.
781.	T: 	Period. Is that it? Okay, could you read them all? From the title.
782.	S: 	I like bats, spider.
783.	T: 	Oops this one first the title first, no.
784.	S: 	African animals, I like bats, oh I like bats, spider, scorpion, birds snake, and black panther show.
785.	T: 	Hehehe.
786.	S: 	A bird has two beaks, birds also lay eggs, a scorpion has posion in the tail, a spider can build a web.


